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STATEMENT OF JURSIDICTION AND CUSTODY STATUS

a. Jurisdiction

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3742 and 28

U.S.C. § 1291. Judgment was entered on October 29, 2007, and Mr.

Mahoney fried a timely Notice of Appeal and Amended Notice of Appeal

pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 4(b), on October 31, 2007. (ER 1-5).1

b. Custody Status

O

0
0
0
O

Mr. Mahoney is currently serving his 33-month sentence at the

Federal Correctional Institution in Sheridan, Oregon.

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR APPEAL

a. WHETHER THE INDICMENT SHOULD BE DISMISSED
BECAUSE UNITED STATES V. BAKER WAS
INCORRECT IN HOLDING CONGRESS INTENDED 18

U.S.C. § 2342 TO APPLY TO INDIANS WHEN
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY INDICATES OTHERWISE,
AS NOTED IN UNITED STATES V. SMISKIN, AND
WHERE ANY AMBIGUITY AS TO LEGISLATIVE
INTENT SHOULD BE RESOLVED IN THE INDIANS'
FAVOR.

1 "ER" citations reference documents in the Excerpts of Record filed by

appellant. "FUS" citations reference the Presentence Investigation Report

document filed urider seal. "CR" citations reference court documents by

docket number.



b. WHETHER THE INDICTMENT SHOULD BE
DISMISSED CONSISTENT WITH UNITED STATES V.

SMISKIN AND CONTRARY TO UNITED STATES V.
BAKER, BECAUSE THE DEFENDANT, AS A COUER
D'ALENE TRIBAL MEMBER, HAS THE EXPRESS OR
INHERENT RIGHT TO TRAVEL AND TRADE FREELY
WITH OTHER NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES BASED

UPON TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY.

c. WHETHER THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED INISSUING JURY INSTRUCTION NO. 1 AND

_ FOLLOWING THE HOLDING IN UNITED STATES V.BAKER, WHICH STATES THAT 18 U.S.C. § 2342 DOES
NOT REQUIRE THE GOVERNMENT TO PROVE THE

DEFENDANT HAD "KNOWLEDGE" THAT HE WAS
VIOLATING THE CONTRABAND CIGARETTE

TRAFFICKING ACT.

d. WHETHER THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED INISSUING JURY INSTRUCTION NO. 7, HOLDING THAT

THE 'KNOWLEDGE" ELEMENT OF THE PREDICATECRIME OF 18 U.S.C. § 2342 IS ONE OF "GENERAL

KNOWLEDGE" AS SET FORTH IN UNITED STATES V.BAKER, WHICH IS IN CONFLICT WITH THE
_FIc KNOWLEDGE" ELEMENT OF MONEY

LAUNDERING AND CONSPIRACY.

e. WHETHER A 33-MONTH SENTENCE ISUNREASONABLE UNDER I8 U.S.C. § 3553(a) WHERE

CODEFENDANTS AND OTHER SIMILARLYSITUATED DEFENDANTS RECEIVED SENTENCES

O FOR PROBATION, THE DISTRICT COURT

IMPROPERLY PUNISHED THE DEFENDANT FORLEGAL CONDUCT, AND THE DISTRICT COURT
FAILED TO RECOGNIZE ENTRAPMENT OR

IMPERFECT ENTRAPMENT.

f. WHETHER THE DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO EQUALPROTECTION HAS BEEN VIOLATED WHERE THIS

COURT'S DECISION IN UNITED STATES V. SMISKIN

Z
i



HOLDS THAT ONLY THE YAKAMA TRIBE IS

EXEMPT FROM CRIMINAL CONDUCT BUT OTHERTRIBES ARE NOT EXEMPT FROM CRIMINAL

CONDUCT UNDER R.C.W. § 82.24.250 AND 18 U.S.C. §

2342, WHICH INVITES ARBITRARY AND RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION.

III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

0, On September 22, 2004, Mr. Peter Mahoney was charged with a 238-

count Indictment for conduct occurring from September 2002 to May 20,

IP
2003. (CR 1 at 1). Count 1 alleged Mr. Mahoney conspired to traffic in

contraband cigarettes in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 & 2. (CR 1 at 1-2).

Counts 2 through 73 alleged that Mr. Mahoney engaged in the unlawful

transporting, possessing, selling, and distributing of contraband cigarettes

under 18 U.S.C. § 2342(a). (CR 1 at 2-9). Count 74 claimed Mr. Mahoney

conspired to commit money laundering in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1957(h)

& 2. (CR 1 at 9-10). Mr. Mahoney was also indicted in Counts 75 to 182
for money laundering in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(a)(1)(A)(i)-

(a)(1)(B)(i) & 2, and Counts 183 through 238 for money laundering in

violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1957 & 2. (CR 1 at 11-24).

On October 15, 2004, Mr. Mahoney was arraigned before the

Honorable Michael W. Leavitt. (CR 5). A Superseding Indictment was filed

O against Mr. Mahoney on January 12, 2005. (CR 22). A Second Superseding

Indictment, with no substantial changes other than dates, monetary amounts,

3
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and numbers of cigarettes, was filed on December 13, 2005. (ER 149-180).

On August 29, 2006, Mr. Mahoney pleaded guilty to Counts 1 and 74 of the

Second Superseding Indictment. (ER 110-11). The plea agreement was

conditional, reserving Mr. Mahoney's right to

appeal the District Court's pretrial ruling denying the
Defendant's motions to dismiss the Indictment, inter alia,
based upon tribal sovereignty, or other applicable federal
statute, United States v. Baker, 63 F.3d 1478 (9 th Cir.

1995) and jury instructions based upon Baker rulings.

(ER 108-09, 112). The plea agreement does not preclude Mr. Mahoney

from appealing an unreasonable sentence. (ER 112).

The district court sentenced Mr. Mahoney on October 19, 2007,

imposing 33 months of imprisonment and supervised release for three years.

(ER 28-29).

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS

a. Factual Background

Peter Mahoney is married to Peggy Mahoney, a co-defendant in this

matter. (ER 242; CR 1 at 1). He is a Native American Indian 2 and member

of the Coeur d'Alene Tribe of Indians; he has resided most of his life on the

Coeur d'Alene Tribe Reservation in Idaho. (ER 242). Mr. Mahoney's

2 For ease of reference, this brief wilt substitute "Indian" for the term

"Native American."



,

O
O,
O, family was the plaintiff in the case of Mahone¥ v. State of Idaho, 96 Idaho

59, 524 P.2d 187 (1973) (holding Idaho could not tax Indians' trade of

cigarettes). (ER 242). Mr. Mahoney owns Warpath, Inc., an Idaho

corporation formed in 2001 through which he does business. (ER 242).

Mr. Mahoney is licensed by the Coeur d'Alene Tribe of Indians and

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (hereinafter "BIA") as a cigarette retailer and

wholesaler, and has been involved with the sale of cigarettes in Plummer,

Idaho, since 1974. (ER 243-44, 246-255). As part of those licenses, Mr.

Mahoney pays excise taxes on cigarettes to the Coeur d'Alene Tribe. (ER

243). Mr. Mahoney pays federal income taxes, as well. (ER 245).

Mr. Mahoney filed pre-trial dismissal motions based on his status as a

Coeur d'Alene Indian. (ER 256-282).

b. Legislative History

Peter Mahoney filed an Additional Motion to Dismiss the Indictment

in this Matter As 18 U.S.C. § 2341 Does Not Apply to Native Americans.

(ER 240-41). Mr. Mahoney argued that the legislative history of the

Contraband Cigarette Trafficking Act (hereinafter "CCTA"), 18 U.S.C. §§

2341 & 2342, indicates it does not apply to Native Americans. (ER 235-39).

Specifically, Mr. Mahoney pointed out that the CCTA was only

contemplated by the Senate as a way to deal with an organized crime



problem that resulted from smuggling cigarettes, such as hijacking,

extortion, and murder. (ER 237). On the other hand, argued Mr. Mahoney,

the House had contemplated Indian cigarette sales and made it clear in its

report that the CCTA was not intended to apply to Native Americans. (ER

238-39).

The district court denied Mr. Mahoney's dismissal motion, stating that

it was bound to follow United States v. Baker, 63 F.3d 1478, 1484 (9th Cir.

1995) (holding that the CCTA is a law of general applicability and that

Congress did not intend to exempt Indians from the CCTA). (ER 233-34).

c. Treaty Violations

Mr. Mahoney also moved the district court for dismissal of the

Indictment based on his express or inherent fight to trade freely with other

Indians, irrespective of United States v. Baker. 63 F.3d at 1485 (holding the

CCTA is not an impermissible restriction on trading rights guaranteed by

treaty); cf. United States v. Smiskin, 487 F.3d 1260 (9 thCir. 2007) (holding

that Yakama treaty provision barred prosecution of CCTA). (ER 219-220).

Mr. Mahoney stated he believed he had the fight to trade freely with other

federally-recognized Indian tribes and that those rights were being infringed

upon by the Washington State Liquor Control Board (hereinafter "WSLCB")



O

and the federal government due to the entities' tax collection methods. 3 (ER

219-220). He argued that due to the new district court decision, United

States v. Smiskin, 2005 WL 1288001 (E.D. Wash. May 31, 2005), affirmed,

487 F.3d 1260 (9th Cir. 2007) (dismissing a CCTA indictment on the basis

of Yakama Indian treaty rights), the charges against him should be dismissed

because his tribe had either the express or inherent right to travel and trade

freely among other Indian tribes. (ER 206-09, 214-218).

Mr. Mahoney stated that it was the Coeur d'Alene Tribe's custom and

practice to trade with other tribes and that he conducted his business in

accordance with the Coeur d'Alene tribal laws. (ER 208-09, 213). When

the district court asked Mr. Mahoney from what would he "imply that the

government also is prohibited fi'om regulating" tobacco trade between tribal

members, Mr. Mahoney argued that the regulations were used for collecting

taxes for Washington State. (ER 210-11).

The' district court allowed Mr. Mahoney to make an offer of proof to

show he had an express or implied treaty right to trade and travel freely with

other Indian tribes. (ER 205). On September 14, 2005, Mr. Mahoney filed

3 See R.C.W. § 82.24.250 and 18 U.S.C. § 2342 (@ashington State requires

Indians transporting untaxed cigarettes into Washington to obtain

preapproval from the WSLCB before shipping).



his Statement of Facts in Support of Peter Mahoney's Motion for Dismissal

of Indictment. (ER 188-200). He presented several historical references,

which indicated that the Coeur d'Alene Indians had established a network of

trails and trade relationships with other tribes in the region and on the

Washington coast prior to Euro-American penetration of the West. (ER

188-90). He also offered that the historical trade routes of plateau tribes led

to contact between the inland plateau tribes, including the Coeur d'Alenes,

and other tribes on the coast of Washington State, and that tobacco and stone

pipes were known to be traded by the Coeur d'Alenes. (ER 190-92). Mr.

Mahoney presented maps illustrating trade routes of the Coeur d'Alene

Indians, which were in existence when Lewis and Clark first discovered the

area. (ER 192, 201-203). Interstate 90 passes on the same or on about the

same route the Coeur d'Alene Indians used and still use for their travel to the

west coast. (ER 193).

In 1858, the Coeur d'Alenes signed a peace treaty with General

Wright at the conclusion of the Battle of Four Lakes, of which Article 4

states:

The chiefs and headmen of the Coeur d'Alene Nation

promise that all white persons shall travel through their
country unmolested, and that no Indians hostile to the
United States shall be allowed in the limits of their

country.



(ER 194), In 1873 the Coeur d'Alenes signed another agreement with

United States negotiators; the first article stated in part:

Provided that the said Government reserves the right to
establish in and across said reservation mail routes,
military roads, public highways for the benefit of citizens
of the United States.

(ER 194). Mr. Mahoney proffered that the Coeur d'Alenes believe that the

agreements of 1858 and 1873 meant they kept their existing trade rights,

including the right to travel on old Indian trails that extended from the Coeur

d'Alene Tribe into Washington. (ER192).

Mr. Mahoney further, proffered that the Coeur d'Alenes believe their

Tribal Code sets forth their prescriptive trading rights. (ER 196). Under 24-

19.01 "Sales to Other Indian Reservations"; the Code states:

The Tobacco and Liquor Outlets shall be authorized to sell
cigarettes and other tobacco products to other Indian
Reservations and Tribes, provided that the tribal governing
body on the Reservation to which the sales are made has a
valid, Bureau of Indian Affairs approved cigarette and/or
liquor ordinance.

(ER 196 & 204). Mr. Mahoney offered that he was licensed and authorized

by the Coeur d'Alene tribal code as a cigarette retailer and wholesaler, and

he was licensed by the BIA. (ER 196).

Mr. Mahoney proffered that the Coeur d'Alenes believe they have the

right to trade with other Indian Tribes, and that right was not abrogated by



1

O

O
e

I,

any state laws or federal interpretations of state laws as a predicate for

charging a federal offense. 4 (ER 197). That the Coeur d'Alene Indians were

referred to as the "Tobacco plains band," and that the Coeur d'Alenes

believe that prescriptive trade rights from their ancestral heritage existed

prior to the time that Lewis and Clark came to the Northwest in 1805. (ER

198-99). Finally, based upon all of the agreements and treaties between the

United States and the Coeur d'Alene Tribe, Mr. Mahoney offered to prove

that the Coeur d'Alenes believed that they were never excluded from using

their ancestral and prescriptive rights from traveling through the State of

Washington, State of Oregon, and into the mouth of the Columbia. (ER

200).

The district court denied Mr. Mahoney's motion to dismiss, stating

that while the Coeur d'Alenes had the right to trade freely, they did not have

the right to trade freely in illegal goods as defined under federal and

Washington State law:

The historical evidence and the right of Indian Tribes to
trade freely are undisputed, but it does not follow that

Indians or Tribes also have a right to trade freely in illegal
goods.

(ER 181-183, 187). Further, the court distinguished the district court

decision of United States v. Smiskin, 2005 WL 1288001 (E.D. Wash. May

4 Se.__eeR.C.N. § 82.24.250 and 18 U.S.C. § 2342.
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31, 2005), affirmed, 487 F.3d 1260 (gth Cir. 2007), from Mr. Mahoney's

situation, as Smiskin recognized the Yakama Nation's treaty provisions

guaranteed a right to trade and travel freely. (ER 183). The Coeur d'Alene

Tribe does not have a ratified treaty with the United States, and the district

court held that "there is no ratified treaty provision similar to that [of the

Yakama Nation] that grants Tribal members the right to travel without

restrictions." (ER 184).

.The district court also refused Mr. Mahoney's argument that the

Coeur d'Alenes' right to travel and trade without restriction was implied or

inherent. (ER 186). The court reasoned that Mr. Mahoney asked the district

court "to go too far by demanding recognition of an implied right based

solely on historical practice...." (ER 185-86).

d. Jury Instructions

Upon request of defense counsel, both the government and Mr.

Mahoney submitted proposed jury instructions to the district court. (ER

144-148; CR 133; CR 136). After oral argument, objections were made and

the district court issued its own proposed jury instructions. (ER 131). Jury

instructions pertinent to this appeal are as follows:

PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 1

The Defendant is charged in Counts 2-56 of the
indictment with trafficking in contraband cigarettes in
violation of Federal law. For the Defendant to be found

11
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(ER132).

guilty of that charge, the Government must prove each of
the following elements beyond a reasonable doubt:

First, the Defendant knowingly shipped, transported,
received, possessed, sold, distributed, or purchased

cigarettes; and
Second, the cigarettes were contraband.
"Contraband cigarettes" are defined as more than

60,000 cigarettes (5 cases) which bear no evidence of the
payment of applicable state cigarette taxes.

Washington State law requires a stamp to be placed on
packages of cigarettes to evidence payment of cigarette
taxes. Unstamped cigarettes may be transported in
Washington only if the person transporting the cigarettes
or causing their transport is: (1) a wholesaler licensed by
the State of Washington in his or her own vehicle; or (2) a
person who has given notice to the Washington State
Liquor Control Board in advance of the commencement of

transportation.

PROPOSED INSTRUCTION NO. 7

The Government must prove Defendant acted
"knowingly" for Counts 2-56, 1, and 74. An act is done
knowingly if the Defendant is aware of the act and does

not act through ignorance, mistake, or accident. As to
conspiracy, contraband cigarette trafficking, and money
laundering, the Government is not required to prove that
the Defendant knew that his acts or omissions were
unlawful.

However, the instructions regarding money laundering
(Counts 183-238) and conducting a financial transaction to
promote unlawful activities (Counts 75-134, 146-182) also
include specific instructions regarding Defendant's
knowledge about the property involved in the transaction.

You are instructed not to apply this general "knowingly"
instruction to the elements of conducting a financial
transaction to promote unlawful activities (Instruction No.
4) and money laundering (Instruction No. 5) that require
the Government prove specific knowledge.

12
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You may consider evidence of the Defendant's words,
acts, or omissions, along with all the other evidence, in

deciding whether the Defendant acted knowingly.

(ER 133).

Mr. Mahoney took exception to the district court's proposed jury

instructions.. (ER 119).

As to Proposed Instruction No. 1, Mr. Mahoney argued that

"willfulness" was a required element of the CCTA, according to United

States v. Baker, 63 F.3d at 1491. (ER 120). Mr. Mahoney also argued that

specific knowledge was required to satisfy the elements of the crime. (ER

137-41). He proposed his own jury instruction that required specific

knowledge that he had willfully and knowingly violated the CCTA; this

instruction was rejected by the district court, which issued its own

instructions based upon the holding in Baker that general knowledge, not

specific knowledge, was an element of violating the CCTA. (ER 132-33;

143). The district court reasoned that cigarettes are heavily regulated items

where knowledge of the crime is essentially presumed:

I liken your circumstance to cases--Baker says this case is
kind of like drugs or guns or stuffthat--you know--that is
sort of--you can assume that everybody knows what it is.

(ER 139). Mr. Mahoney countered this argument, stating that Indians have a

different perspective than others when it comes to taxation of cigarettes:

13



...tribes don't have the same knowledge about cigarettes as
regulated items or goods... They don't pay taxes on
cigarettes. Tribes are a protected class because they aren't
expected to pay the same type of taxes .... Other people of
the general population are not protected as to the
prosecution of such goods.

(ER 142).

Mr. Mahoney also expressed concern that he would not be able to

present a defense as to whether he had "knowledge" of violating the CCTA.

(ER 140). He argued that he had a right to present such evidence in his

defense, regardless of whether the evidence of lack of "knowledge" was

weak. (ER 124-130}. Mr. Mahoney pointed out that the crimes of

conspiracy and money laundering required a specific intent or specific

knowledge that those statutes were being violated, whereas the CCTA only

required general knowledge. (ER 116-17; ER 130). Mr. Mahoney wanted

to present evidence as to his lack of knowledge concerning the illegality of

transportation of cigarettes into Washington because it could go to the

specific intent crimes, as well as sentencing. (ER 115-16; ER 130).

The district court suggested Mr. Mahoney submit a proffer setting

forth facts concerning what evidence he thought was admissible as to the

willfulness, knowledge, or intent element of the CCTA. (ER 140-141). The

district court said it would review the proffer and rule on admissibility of the

14
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evidence, and that the proffer would also allow Mr. Mahoney to preserve the

issue for appeal. (ER 124-130, 140-41).

Mr. Mahoney filed a proffer regarding knowledge, offering to prove

that his family had litigated whether Idaho could tax tribal trade in

cigarettes. (ER 125-26). His offer of proof stated that the Coeur d'Alene

Tribe authorized trade with other federally-recognized tribes so long as

licensed by the BIA, and that he is licensed by the BIA and Coeur d'Alene

Tribe to sell cigarettes as a wholesaler and retailer. (ER 126). Mr. Mahoney

offered to prove that he pays federal and tribal taxes on the sales of his

cigarettes. (ER 127). As a wholesaler, Mr. Mahoney does not pay taxes on

cigarettes received from manufacturers or other distributors. (ER 128).

Peter Mahoney's conversations with other wholesalers and distributors

reflected that he was not in violation of any laws, and that the history of his

tribe and its predecessors has been to engage in free trade throughout the

Inland Northwest with other tribes. (ER 129).

Lastly, Mr. Mahoney objected to Proposed Instruction No. 7 on the

basis that the instruction was confusing and used the same definition of

"knowledge" to apply to violations of the CCTA--a general intent crime--

as it did to money laundering and conspiracy--both specific intent crimes.

(ER 121-22). He argued that this was inherently misleading and that the
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jury could possibly convict him by applying the wrong definition of

"knowingly" to different counts. (ER 122-23). The district court noted that

the different intent crimes were a problem, suggesting to the government:

Well, I mean, I'd have to instruct the jury that this
evidence is admissible on the intent of these counts but not

on these or something. A great way to avoid this is to
drop the money laundering counts.

(ER 117).

The district court overruled Mr. Mahoney's objections to its proposed

instructions without explanation. (ER 113-14).

e. Sentencing

Mr. Mahoney was sentenced to 33 mouths of incarceration and three

years of probation for pleading guilty to one count of Conspiracy to Traffic

in Contraband Cigarettes, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2342(a) & 371, and one count of

Conspiracy to Launder Money, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(h) & 1957. (ER 110-11).

The plea agreement does not preclude Mr. Mahoney from appealing an

unreasonable sentence. (ER 112).

Mr. Mahoney moved for a downward departure, arguing: the tax loss

table, U.S.S.G. § 2T4.1 (2006), overstated the seriousness of the offense; the

facts and circumstances of the case were exceptional; the conduct of the

federal agents resulted in entrapment or imperfect entrapment; his conduct

was atypical, and the court should consider culpability because he did not
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realize his conduct was violating the law. (ER 93-94; 101-07). Mr.

Mahoney posited that his conduct had been open and unbidden--he had

business licenses, paid his federal income taxes, and deposited funds in

banks--and that his conduct was non-violent, did not involve illegal drugs,

and thus was not comparatively serious. (ER 96).. He argued that sentencing

factors under 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) should be considered in addition to the

guidelines, and that the court should not impose a sentence "greater than

necessary." (CR 97). He also stated that as a Native American, his people

have had difficulty and conflicts with the federal government before, and

that his own family has dealt with the issue of cigarette taxation in Idaho.

Mahone7 v. State of Idaho, 96 Idaho 59, 524 P.2d 187 (1973). (ER 95, 98).

Mr. Mahoney pointed out that the money he made on selling

cigarettes was very small--around $.75 per carton. (ER 99-100). He also

pointed to the Grand Jury transcripts, which indicated that the Washington

tax loss was connected to the federal Indictment only to increase the base

offense level for sentencing. (ER 88-90). Also, in the transcripts the

government stated that it was

...not representing to the Grand Jury that for sure the

Mahoneys were responsible for [the] tax loss [in the
Indictment] because it might be that [the stores receiving
cigarettes from the Mahoneys,] Lyle's Smoke Shop or
Indian Smoke Shop are the responsible parties.

17
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(ER 90). At sentencing, testimony was presented that for the years 2002 and

2003 combined, Mr. Mahoney only made $77,420 on the sale of cigarettes. "

(ER 18-19).

During sentencing, Andrea Koslowsky, a territory sales manager for

Phillip Morris, testified that she had managed accounts on the Coeur

d'Alene Tribal reservation, specifically including those of Mr. Mahoney.

(ER 33-34). She testified that she had had conversations with all of her

accounts about carrying cigarettes across state lines and that it was illegal.

(ER 35-37). However, on cross she admitted that such conversations with

Mr. Mahoney were only concerning retail to retail sales, and not wholesale

sales. (ER 38-39). Further, her understanding of the legality of transporting

cigarettes across state lines was "very limited"; she was not sure where she

received the information from, and she had never read the federal law on the

CCTA. (ER 40-42).

Testimony was also presented that on two separate occasions--once

on January 14, 2004, and once on September 28, 2007--cigarettes had been

purchased from Mr. Mahoney's business and driven into the State of

Washington. (ER 43-49, 61-69). Mr. Mahoney was not present for these

transactions. (ER 43-49, 61-69).
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Melissa Campbell, a formei _ employee of Mr. Mahoney's, testified

that the invoices for the cigarettes did not have names on them because Mr.

- Mahoney was afraid of getting caught by the government. (ER 50-51).

However, she also stated that she did not really understand her conversations

with Mr. Mahoney regarding the legality of the transactions. (ER 52-54).
\

She also admitted she was afraid of getting into trouble. (ER 55).

Mark Van't Hul, who worked for the Mahoneys delivering cigarettes

to the Puyallup Indian Reservation, testified that he had discussed with Mr.

Mahoney the liability of being stopped while transporting the cigarettes.

(ER 56-59). Mr. Van't Hul admitted that he did not understand the full

extent of the law, and apparently he believed it was legal to deliver untaxed

cigarettes to tribes that did not have compacts with Washington, such as the

Puyallup tribe. 5 (ER 60).

Peggy Mahoney testified that the electronic memory off of Mr.

Mahoney's business cash registers for the date of September 28, 2007,

indicated that 255 cartons of cigarettes were purchased in one particular

transaction. (ER 20-21). She stated that a customer came to the store to

purchase those cigarettes and that no one from her store had delivered them

s The Puyallup Indians did not have a compact with Washington State until

recently. (ER 80).
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into Washington. (ER 23). Mrs. Mahoney further testified that setting up

sales of wholesale cigarettes to the Puyallups was Mark Van't Hul's idea.

(ER 22).

Just prior to imposing a sentence, the district court stated that it

believed there was. some indication Mr. Mahoney did not know he was

violating the CCTA, but there were also indications he knew there were

consequences and just did not realize how serious they were. (ER 24). The

district court reasoned Mr. Mahoney had continued to engage in such

conduct after a search warrant had been executed on his home--based on the

transactions on January 14, 2004, and September 28, 2007--and imposed a

term of imprisonment of 33 months for Mr. Mahoney, stating it used the tax

table to determine the sentence. (ER 6-15, 25-29). The district court relied

upon the calculation of the tax loss in the Presentence Investigation Report,

which indicated a tax loss of approximately $2,156,352.75, creating a Base

Offense Level of 22 under U.S.S.G. § 2T4.1. (FUS at 13-14 of Presentence

Investigation Report).

i. Related Cases

In cases similar to and related to this one, the district court only

imposed probationary sentences upon all of the criminal defendants. For

example, Mark Van't Hul received two years of unsupervised probation and
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80 hours of community service for pleading guilty to Conspiracy to Launder

Money, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1957(h) and 1956. (ER 16-17, 30-32). Mr.

Mahoney's sisters, Christine Mahoney-Meyer and Margaret Jose, both

pleaded guilty to RICO Conspiracy, 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d), and both received

two years of probation. (ER 70-73; 91-92). Lyle Wayne Conway--who

was accused in Mr. Mahoney's Indictment of purchasing Mr. Mahoney's

cigarettes--also received two years of probation for Conspiracy to Traffic in

Contraband Cigarettes, 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 & 2. (ER 74-75). The district

court issued an opinion addressing these sentences, specifically stating that

the "appropriate Guideline sentence would not result in a reasonable

sentence" based on several factors. (ER 76-87).

First, the district court recognized there had been a jurisdictional

dispute between the Puyallup Tribe and Washington, and that "many of the

Defendants viewed their decision to sell to non-Indians without collecting

the state tax as an act of civil disobedience, thereby mitigating the criminal

intent associated with violating the law." (ER 80). This civil disobedience,

the court believed, resulted in a compact between the Puyallup Tribe and

Washington. (ER 80).

Next, the sentencing court recognized Washington had an interest in

regulating Indians' sales of untaxed cigarettes because it would
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...equalize the economic playing field in the retail sales of
cigarettes. As a result, the significance of the use of the
tax loss as a determinate sentencing factor is minimized ....

(ER 81). The court also suggested there were other means to equalization,

such as seizure, compacts, and civil suit. (ER 81). The court then

recognized that tax revenue from cigarette sales was important to tribes so

they could have strong and effective tribal governments; the court held this

relevant to the defendants' criminal intent. (ER 82).

The district court further pointed out the legislative history of the

CCTA indicated the act was meant to prevent organized crime, and

Congress did not reference sales of cigarettes by Indians as a concern that

needed to be addressed. (ER 83). The court recognized a disparity between

prosecuting these crimes at the state level and prosecuting them federally,

because in Washington such crimes are generally punished as gross

misdemeanors. (ER 83). The court noted the government had manipulated

the amounts of tax loss with respect to different defendants so as to avoid a

sentence in the Guideline range. (ER 85). The sentencing court also stated

there was nothing in the record indicating what part of the cigarettes may

have been exempt from taxation. (ER 85).

In considering state of mind, the district court added that treaty

language and tribal sovereignty interests played a key role in how the
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defendants behaved. (ER 85). Several of the defendants had the belief that

Washington could not prohibit their conduct due to tribal sovereignty. (ER

85). For these reasons the district court justified departure from the United

States Sentencing Guidelines and the tax loss table when sentencing

•defendants other than Peter Mahoney. (ER 86-87).

V. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Under the CCTA, it is a crime to knowingly transport contraband

cigarettes. 18 U.S.C. § 2342(a). Contraband cigarettes are defined under

state law as those cigarettes on which the applicable state taxes have not

been paid. 18 U.S.C. § 2341(2). Under Washington State law, contraband

cigarettes are those untaxed and unstamped cigarettes that have been

transported across its State lines without prenotification to the proper

agency. R.C.W. § 82.24.250. Mr. Mahoney is charged with violating the

CCTA because he shipped untaxed and unstamped cigarettes into

Washington State to a federally recognized Indian tribe--the Puyallups--

without prenotifiying the proper Washington authorities.

Yet the recent decision of this Court in United States v. Smiskin has

raised several questions as to the applicability of the CCTA to Indians. 487

F.3d 1260 (9th Cir. 2007). First, the opinion calls into question this Court's

previous holding that the legislative history of the CCTA indicates the
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CCTA was intended to apply to Indians. United States v. Baker, 63 F.3d

1478, 1486 (9 th Cir. 1995); cf. Smiskin, 487 F.3d at 1264 (noting that

legislative history appears to indicate CCTA. does not apply to Indians).

Second, Smiskin recognized the Yakama tribe's right to travel treaty

provision as a bar to federal prosecution under the CCTA of Yakama

Indians. 487 F.3d 1260. The opinion raises questions as to other Indians'

express treaty or inherent sovereign travel rights because Smiskin recognizes

cigarettes are not dangerous articles and thus are not presumed to be highly

regulated. Id.at 1271. Third, this Court's decision in Smiskin creates an

Equal Protection enforcement problem as it relates to racial and arbitrary

distinctions between CCTA-exempt Yakama tribal members and non-

Yakama tribes. Id. at 1260.

Moreover, Smiskin created issues with the type of "knowledge"

element required to violate the CCTA. 487 F.3d at 1271. While Baker

states that a "general knowledge" instruction is the requirement, the Baker

decision was based upon the reasoning that cigarettes are highly regulated

items and thus knowledge 6f the laws surrounding cigarettes could be

presumed. 63 F3d. at 1491. An exception applies if the statutory scheme is

complex, noted Baker, and Smiskin. essentially states that the CCTA is

complex because cigarettes are not generally known to be regulated. 487
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F.3d at 1271. The general knowledge element of the CCTA also conflicts

with the specific intent required for money laundering and conspiracy, as

well, creating evidentiary concerns. United States v. Stein, 37 F.3d 1407,

1410 (9th Cir. 1994). Thus, a specific knowledge instruction should be

included in the CCTA jury instruction.

Finally, the sentence of 33 months imposed upon Mr. Mahoney

created a wide disparity in the sentences the same district court imposed

upon other related defendants, where those defendants only received

probation. The district court also improperly considered evidence of legal

cigarette transactions when sentencing the defendant. These errors warrant

remand for resentencing.

VI. LEGAL ARGUMENT

a. UNITED STATES V. BAKER WAS INCORRECT IN

HOLDING CONGRESS INTENDED 18 U.S.C. § 2342 TO
APPLY TO NATIVE AMERICANS WHEN LEGISLATIVE

HISTORY INDICATES OTHERWISE, AS NOTED IN
UNITED STATES V. SMISKIN, AND WHERE ANY
AMBIGUITY AS TO LEGISLATIVE INTENT SHOULD BE
RESOLVED IN THE INDIANS' FAVOR.

i. Standard of Review

A district court's construction of a federal statute is reviewed de novo.

Gallarde v. I.N.S., 486 F.3d 1136, 1138 (9th Cir. 2007).
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ii. Legislative History

"The policy of leaving Indians free from State jurisdiction is deeply

rooted in our Nation's history." Gobin v. Snohomish County, 304 F.3d 909,

914 (9 th Cir. 2002) (citing Rice v. Olson, 324 U.S. 786, 789 (1945)). State

laws are not applicable to tribal Indians on Indian reservations except where

Congress has expressly determined otherwise. Id. (citing McClanahan v.

Ariz. State Tax Comm'n, 411 U.S. 164, 170-71 (1973)). When faced with

two reasonable constructions of congressional intent, the matter is resolved

in the Indians' favor. Id. (citing McClanahan, 411 U.S. at 174).

It is presumed that federal laws of general applicability "apply with

equal force to Indian tribes." United States v. Smiskin, 487 F.3d 1260, 1263

(9 th Cir. 2007) (citing United States v. Baker, 63 F.3d 1478, 1484 (9 thCir.

1995); United States v. Farris, 624 F.2d 890, 893 (9 th Cir. 1980)). The

CCTA is a law of general applicability, but

A federal statute of general applicability that is silent on

the issue of applicability to Indian tribes will not apply to

them if... there is proof b¥ legislative history or some

other means that Congress intended [the law] not to apply
to Indians on their reservations.

Baker, 63 F.3d at 1484-85 (quotations omitted) (emphasis added)).
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Recently this Court indicated in Smiskin that the legislative history of

the CCTA suggests the statute was not intended to' apply to Indian tribes.

487 F.3d at 1264. This Court stated:

There is no evidence that Congress intended to abrogate
Indian treaty rights through adoption of the CCTA.
Congress did not expressly make the CCTA applicable to

Indian tribes.., and, if anything, the relevant legislative
history suggests the opposite.

Id. (citation omitted). The House Report 1778 to the CCTA, states:

Some concern was expressed in the course of the
conference that the definition of "contraband cigarettes"
inadvertently extinguished rights of certain Indians and

Indian tribes under current law to engage in the
commercial sale of cigarettes within Indian country free of
State taxation. The phrase "applicable State cigarette
taxes" makes it clear that this. legislation is not intended to
affect transportation or sale by Indians or Indian tribes
acting in accordance with legally established rights.

The conferees do not intend that this bill address the

current exemption from state taxation of cigarette sales on

Indian reservations and nothing in this bill is intended to
affect this or any other immunity from state tax held by
any Indian or Indian tribe. Similarly, other commercial
cigarette sales exempted by law from State taxation (for
example, military post exchanges) are not affected by this

legislation.

H.R. Rep. No. 95-1778, at 9 n. 1 (1978), reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N.

5535, 5538 (emphasis added). Yet in Baker, the Ninth Circuit interpreted

this same language as referring only to rights granted to Indian tribes by the

states, stating:
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[Congress] merely intended not to preempt rights granted
to Indians by the states to transport and distribute untaxed
cigarettes. It accomplished this goal by using the phrase
"applicable State cigarette taxes" in the statute. Thus, to

the extent the states exempt Indians from having to pay
cigarette taxes, so does the CCTA.

63 F.3d at 1486 (holding the CCTA applies with equal force to Indians).

In this case it is highly relevant that this Court recently reexamined

the legislative history behind the CCTA and suggested Congress did not

intend the CCTA to apply to Indians. Smiskin, 487 F.3d at 1264. Although

dicta, this comment in Smiskin appears to reopen the issue of the CCTA's

applicability to Indian tribes in general--not just Indian tribes with treaties.

Id.

And the issue should be reopened, because the Baker decision

appears to have misinterpreted the legislative history of the CCTA. It does

not appear that the House Conference Report could have been any clearer

when it stated that

Some concern was expressed in the course of the

conference that the definition of 'contraband cigarettes'

inadvertentl7 extinguished rights of certain Indians and
Indian tribes ....

H.R. Rep. No. 95-1778, at 9 n. 1 (emphasis added). Surely if the House

meant the CCTA to apply to Indians, it would r_ot have placed such a

dismissive statement in the report; the House appears to have simply
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assumed the issue of the CCTA's applicability to Indian tribes was one of

little concern because Indians' freedom from cigarette taxation was so well-

established. Dept. of Taxation & Fin. v. Milhelm Attea & Bros., 512 U.S.

61, 64 (1994) (states cannot tax cigarette sales between tribal members).

The CCTA's legislative history strongly suggests the CCTA was never

meant to be applied to Indians.

Further, it is clear that Baker did not take into consideration the rule

of law that when congressional intent is unclear, the matter is resolved in

favor of the Indians. Gobin, 304 F.3d at 914. Especially here, where

criminal penalties may result, congressional intent is extremely important.

Where an ambiguity in the construction of criminal statutes exists, it is only

fair and reasonable that ambiguity be resolved in favor of the accused.

Otherwise, a person will not know when he is violating the law. See United

States v. Wyatt, 408 F.3d 1257, 1262 (9th Cir. 2005) (rule of lenity). Lastly,

it is clear from the Senate report that the CCTA was promulgated to combat

organized crime and the resulting rise in hijacking, extortion, and murder. S.

Rep. No. 95-962, at 6 (1978), reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5518, 5521.

This shows that the intent of the CCTA was not to limit sales on Indian

- reservations, or between Indian sellers.
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The Indictment against Mr. Mahoney should be dismissed because

the CCTA's legislative history indicates that it does not apply to Indians.

b. THE INDICTMENT SHOULD BE DISMISSED
CONSISTENT WITH UNITED STATES V. SMISKIN AND

CONTRARY TO UNITED STATES V. BAKER, BECAUSE
THE DEFENDANT, AS A COUER D'ALENE TRIBAL
MEMBER, HAS THE EXPRESS OR INHERENT RIGHT TO
TRAVEL AND TRADE FREELY WITH OTHER NATIVE
AMERICAN TRIBES BASED UPON TRIBAL
SOVEREIGNTY.

i. Standard of Review

Legal determinations and applications of law to fact, including the

interpretation and application of treaty language, are reviewed de novo.

United States v. Smiskin, 487 F.3d 1260, 1262 (9th Cir. 2007) (citations

..omitted). Findings of historical fact are reviewed for clear error. Creev.

Flores, 157 F.3d 762, 768 (9 thCir. 1998) (citations omitted).

ii. Express or Inherent Tribal Rights

It is well-established that courts must interpret treaties in the manner

Indians would have understood them. Cree, 157 F.3d at 769 (citation

omitted). In Choctaw Nation v. Oklahoma, the Supreme Court stated:

The Indian Nations did not seek out the United States and

agree upon an exchange of lands in an arm's-length
transaction. Rather, treaties were imposed upon them and
they had no choice but to consent. As a consequence, this
Court has often held that treaties with the Indians must be

interpreted as they would have understood them...
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397 U.S. 620, 630-31 (1970) (citations omitted). Liberal construction is
\

especially "tree in interpreting treaties and agreements with the Indians; they

are to be construed . . . 'in a spirit which generously recognizes the full

obligation of this nation to protect the interests of a dependent people.'"

Choctaw Nation v. United States, 318 U.S. 423, 432 (1943) (citations

omitted). See also McClanahan, 411 U.S. at 174 ("'[d]oubtful expressions

are to be resolved in favor of the weak and defenseless people who are the

wards of the nation, dependent upon its protection and good faith'" (citing

Carpenter v. Shaw, 280 U.S. 363,367 (1930)).

In general, federal laws of general applicability--including the

CCTA--are presumed to apply to Indian tribes, unless "the application of

the law to the tribe would abrogate rights guaranteed by Indian treaties."

Baker, 63 F.3d at 1484-85. In Baker the court refused to recognize this

exception, however, stating that even if such treaty rights existed, the

"CCTA is not an impermissible restriction on a trading right guaranteed by"

treaty. Id. at 1485.

Yet recently in United States v. Smiskin this Court held that the

CCTA did not apply to the Yakama Nation tribe where the Yakamas had a

right to travel provision in their treaty. 487 F.3d 1260. Contrary to Baker,

Smiskin recognized the exception that a law of general applicability will not
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apply to Indian tribes if it would abrogate treaty fights. 487 F.3d at 1264.

To specifically abrogate treaty rights, Congress must expressly apply a

statue to Indians. Id. (citing United States v. Farris, 624 F.2d at 893).

Although in 1871 Congress enacted legislation stating that no future

or additional treaties would be made between Congress and Indians, 25

U.S.C. § 71, it was later recognized that statutes enacted by Congress had

the same effect as treaties with the Indians. Antoine v. Washington, 420

U.S. 194, 206 (1975) (holding that statutes have the same effect as treaties

with Indians). And the Coeur d'Alene Indians do have an express statutory

right to trade freely with other Indian tribes, as is clearly set forth in 25

U.S.C. § 4301 (effective November 7, 2000):

(a) Findings
Congress finds that-

(1) clause 3 of section 8 of article I of the United States
Constitution recognizes the special relationship between
the United States and Indian tribes...

(4) consistent with the principles of inherent tribal
sdverei_nt¥ and the special relationship between Indian
tribes and the United States, Indian tribes retain the right
to enter into contracts and agreements to trade freely, and
seek enforcement of treaty and trade rights...

(6) the United States has an obligation to guard and
preserve the sovereignty of Indian tribes in order to foster
strong tribal governments, Indian self-determination, and
economic self-sufficiency among Indian tribes;...

25 U.S.C. § 430 l(a) (emphasis added). The purposes of this statute are:
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(1) To revitalize economically and physically distressed
Native American economies by-
(A) encouraging the formation of new businesses by
eligible entities, and the expansion of existing businesses;
and

(B) facilitating the movement of goods to and from Indian
lands and the provision of services by Indians.
(2) To promote private investment in the economies of

Indian tribes and to encourage the sustainable

development of resources of Indian tribes and Indian-
owned businesses.

(3) To promote the long-range sustained growth of the
economies of Indian tribes.

(4) To raise incomes of Indians in order to reduce the

number of Indians at poverty levels and provide the means
for achieving a higher standard of living on Indian
reservations.

(5) To encourage intertribal, regional, and international
trade and business development in order to assist in
increasing productivity and the standard of living of
members of Indian tribes and improving the economic
self-sufficienc7 of the governing bodies of Indian tribes.

(6) To promote economic self-sufficiency and political
self-determination for Indian tribes and members of Indian
tribes.

25 U.S.C. § 4301(b) (emphasis added).

25 U.S.C. § 4301(a)(4) explicitly guarantees all Indian tribes the fight

to trade freely, and it has the full force and effect as a treaty because federal

statutes have the same force and effect as treaties with the Indians. Antoine,

420 U.S. at 206. Section 4301 was placed into "treaty status" when enacted,

and as such should be interpreted in a light most favorable to the Indians as

would be understood by them. Therefore, Washington State may not impede
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upon Indians' rights to free trade by implementing a pre-notification

requirement under R.C.W. § 82.24.250, as the free trade rights are

guaranteed, ratified, and authorized by the Congress of the United States. 25

U.S.C. § 4301. The CCTA impermissibly interferes with the Native

Americans' free trade rights. Further, Congress's power to regulate

commerce with the Indian tribes is "superior and paramount" to the authority

of any state. Dick v. United States, 208 U.S. 340, 353 (1908).

Where treaty rights do not exist, .courts have also found inherent

tribal rights to exist. "Indian tribes retain 'inherent sovereign powers' that

they 'enjoy apart from express provision by treaty or statute.'" Smiskin, 487

F.3d at 1270, n. 16; see also United States v. Smiskin, 2005 WL 1288001 at

*3 (E.D. Wash. May 31, 2005) (district court noted that the Yakama Treaty

"did not vest the Yakama Tribe with a new right to travel, but merely

memorialized the parties' mutual understanding that the Yakama Tribe

would continue to enjoy the travel rights they already possessed").

For example, the Supreme Court has recognized implied water rights,

Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564, 576-77 (1908) (water rights implied

because necessary for ,the purpose of the reservation, which was to help the

Indians "become a pastoral and civilized people" through agriculture), and

the right to hunt and fish. Menominee Tribe v. United States, 391 U.S. 404,
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405-06 (1968) (fights _lied from treaty language describing title to the

reservation as "held as Indian lands are held"). See also, McClanahan, 411

U.S. at 165 (holding Arizona could not impose its personal income tax on a

reservation Indian whose entire income derives from reservation sources).

In McClanahan, the Supreme Court noted that "It must always be

remembered that the various Indian tribes were once independent and

sovereign nations, and that their claim to sovereignty long predates that of

our own Government." Id. at 172. See also United States v. Wheeler, 435

U.S. 313, 318, 322-23 (1978) (a tribe's "sovereign power to punish tribal

offenders" while subject to congressional "defeasance", remains among

those "'inherent powers of a limited sovereignty which has never been

extinguished'") (emphasis deleted); United States v. Lara, 541 U.S. 193,

199-207 (2004) (recognizing that a statute is not a delegation of authority

but an affirmation that tribes retain all rights not expressly taken away, as

well as an inherent tribal fight which always existed).

Moreover, it would be insincere to state the Coeur d'Alene Indians

gave up their rights to travel freely, as there is no such evidence. The 1858

peace agreement with the Coeur d'Alenes states:

The chiefs and headmen of the Coeur d'Alene nation

promise that all white persons shall travel through their
country unmolested, and that no Indians hostile to the
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United States shall be allowed within the limits of their

country.

(ER 194). Although the 1858 peace agreement with the Coeur d'Alenes

does not make specific guarantees of Indian travel to the Coeur d'Alene

Indians, it does not restrict or take away any travel rights. Neither does the

1873 agreement, which states:'

Provided that the said Government reserves the right to

establish in and across said reservation mail routes,
military roads, public highways for the benefit of citizens
of the United States.

(ER 194).

Even if the Coeur d'Alenes do not have an express right to travel and

trade freely with other tribes, they have an inherent sovereign right to do so.

Those historical rights have never been taken away; even the Coeur d'Alene

Tribal Code includes the right for licensed Indians to trade tobacco with

other licensed Indians, an indication that the free trade between tribes is a

right the Coeur d'Alenes believe exist. (ER 196 & 204).

The district court accepted that "The historical evidence and the right

of Indian Tribes to trade freely are undisputed, but it does not follow that

Indians or Tribes have a right to trade freely in illegal goods." (ER 181).

Yet Mr. Mahoney does not assert that as a Native American Indian he

has the right to trade freely in goods that are dangerous or harmful to public
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health or safety. As Smiskin notes, cigarettes are not on the same level as

"illegal narcotics and forbidden fruits and vegetables." Id. at 1271

(quotations omitted). This Court stated:

First, the Government contends that the court's ruling, if
affirmed, would preclude the State of Washington and the
federal gov-ernment from regulating tribal transportation of
other "restricted goods," such as illegal narcotics and
"forbidden fruits [and] vegetables." This concern is
unfounded, if not disingenuous. As the Government

argued extensively in its brief to this court, and as we
discussed above, regulations with a purely regulator,/

purpose can be applied to Indians, treaty rights
notwithstanding. The restricted goods to which the
Government refers are regulated for the public safety, not
for a revenue generating purpose .... cigarettes are
generally legal, and unstamped cigarettes are deemed
contraband when individuals transport them without

providing notice to the State only for the sake of
improving the collection of cigarette taxes and increasing
State revenues ("fair playing field" arguments aside) ....
The Government also expresses concern that the State will
suffer large revenue losses if we affirm the district court's
decision, arguing that the State will be unable to enforce
its cigarette taxes against the Yakama Nation if it cannot
require notice from tribal members before they transport

unstamped cigarettes within the State. The Supreme Court
has held, however, that tribal rights may preclude a state
"from pursuing the most efficient remedy" to enforce a
valid cigarette tax on Indians.

487 F.3d at 1271 (citation omitted) (emphasis added). In an alternative

remedy, the State can attempt to enter a compact with the Indian tribes. Id.

at 1271, n. 19 (citing Wash. Admin. Code § 458-20-192(1)). Thus a Coeur

d'Alene Indian whose right to travel and trade freely is inherent--with the
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exception of regulating-those items that are dangerous to public health and

safety--should not be prosecutable under the CCTA.

The Indictment against Mr. Mahoney should be dismissed because as

a Coeur d'Alene tribal member, Mr. Mahoney has either the express or

implied right to trade freely with other Indian tribes without the threat of

criminal prosecution.

e. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ISSUING JURY
INSTRUCTION NO. 1 AND FOLLOWING THE HOLDING

IN UNITED STATES V. BAKER, WHICH STATES THAT 18
U.S.C. § 2342 DOES NOT REQUIRE THE GOVERNMENT
TO PROVE THE DEFENDANT HAD "KNOWLEDGE"
THAT HE WAS VIOLATING THE CCTA.

i. Standard of Review

"We review de novo whether an instruction misstated an element of

the charged offense, and review for abuse of discretion the district court's

formulation of instructions." United States v. Kaur, 382 F.3d 1155, 1157

(9th Cir. 2004) (citations & quotations omitted).

ii. Knowledge

The CCTA states that it is a crime to "knowingly... ship, transport,

receive, possess, sell, distribute, or purchase contraband cigarettes." 18
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U.S.C. 2342(a). 6

18 U.S.C. 2341-42.

their plain meaning.

The CCTA is silent as to the definition of "knowledge."

Where words are not defined in a statute, courts look to

United States v. Sargent, 504 F.3d 767, 770 (9th Cir.

2007). In Baker, the court determined that the "knowledge" element of the

CCTA required willfulness, but it did not require "knowledge that the

actions engaged in violate the law." 63 F.3d at 1491. The Baker court held

that "willfulness" generally means that a person knows what he is doing--

not that he knows his conduct violates the law. Id. (citing United States v.

Scanio, 900 F.2d 485, 489 (2d. Cir. 1990)).

Baker held that knowledge that one's conduct is unlawful is not a

defense unless there is "'prosecution under complex regulatory schemes that

have the potential of snaring unwitting violators.'" Id. (citing United States

v. Fierros, 692 F.2d 1291, 1295 (9th Cir. 1982)). The court stated that the

combination of the CCTA and Washington's tax scheme was not complex,

reasoning that:

...the Supreme Court has held that, in order to convict a
defendant of possessing heavily regulated articles such as
firearms, corrosive liquids and drugs, the government is

require to prove the defendant knew the physical nature of

6 The CCTA has been amended recently to include "contraband smokeless

tobacco" as well.
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what he possessed, but not that he knew his possession
was prohibited.

Id. at 1492 (citing United States v. Freed, 401 U.S. 601 (1971) (firearms);

United States v. Intemational Minerals and Chemicals Corp., 402 U.S. 558

(1971) (corrosive liquids); United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277
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(1943) (drugs) (emphasis added).

But Baker did recognize that "conviction for knowingly possessing or

using food stamps in a manner not authorized by statute requires proof the

defendant knew his possession or use was unlawful." Id. (citing Liparotta v.

United States, 471 U.S. 419 (1985)). "The distinction between these cases

lies in the fact that, while firearms, corrosive liquids and drugs are

dangerous substances that are likely to be regulated, food stamps are a

benign article whose prohibited uses may be seemingly permissible." Id.

(citing Liparotta, 471 U.S. at 426). The Baker court reasoned that because

cigarettes in large quantities are likely to be regulated, knowledge of such

regulations can be presumed by those who deal with such items; thus, the

statutes are not complex enough to create an innocent violation. Id. at 1492-

93: However, this same Court in Smiskin recently held that Washington's

tax scheme is for revenue-generating purposes, only, and that cigarettes are

not dangerous items that need to regulated for "public health and safety"

reasons. 487 F.3d at 1271.
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! Here, the district court refused to issue a jury instruction that the

"knowledge" element of the CCTA required Mr. Mahoney know that his

conduct was unlawful. Rather, the district court followed Baker in that it

held the jury instructions on the CCTA merely required knowledge that he

was transporting cigarettes into Washington--not that he knew such conduct

was illegal. (ER 134-36). The district court reasoned: "I liken your

circumstance to cases--Baker says this case is kind of like drugs or guns or

stuff that--you know--that is sort of--you can assume that everybody

knows what it is." _ER 139).

However, due to the recent recognition in Smiskin that cigarettes do

not meet the same regulation requirements as drugs, corrosive liquids, and

firearms, cigarettes cannot be presumed to be highly regulated--just like

food stamps. Therefore, the CCTA jury instructions should require

"knowledge" that a person is violating the CCTA, because the CCTA and

Washington's pre-notification scheme is complex because cigarettes are not

generally known to be regulated. Smiskin, 487 at 1271; see also R.C.W. §

82.24.250. For example, in Cheek v. United States, the defendant was

indicted for failure to pay his income taxes. 498 U.S. 192, 194 (1991). The

Court noted that because of the complexity of tax laws, the "willfulness"

element is required to establish a conviction for failure to pay taxes, and that
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this is an exception to the" general rule that "ignorance of the law is no

excuse." Id. at 200. Thus, Cheek added that the defendant has a Sixth

Amendment right to present evidence of his understanding of the law, no

matter how unfeasible such an understanding might be. Id. at 203.

The CCTA involves a complex tax scheme--one that is applicable

through different States' laws--making it difficult to follow each and every

States' tax requirements when it comes to contraband cigarettes. 18 U.S.C.

§ 2342. Washington requires pre-approval to transport untaxed cigarettes

across its border, and failure to do so can result in federal prosecution. Id.;

R.C.W. § 82.24.250. In general, however, cigarettes sold from one Indian to

another are not taxable, which creates complexity because Indians

themselves believe that they are not expected to pay taxes on cigarettes.

(ER 142). Similar to Cheek, if it is a crime for willfully failing to pay

income taxes, then willfulness should also be a required element of a CCTA

violation. 498 U.S. at 201-02.

The district court's instruction should have included a "specific

knowledge" element for violations of the CCTA. The Baker court's

reasoning that cigarettes are heavily regulated items has been overturned by

Smiskin; Smiskin downplays the argument that such items must be regulated

for purposes of public health and safety, thereby negating the reasoning
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behind Baker for refusing to require specific .knowledge violations of the

CCTA.

For these reasons, the district court's jury instruction should be

overruled by finding that specific knowledge is required as pi_rt of the

CCTA, with remand to the district court for trial.

d. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ISSUING JURY

INSTRUCTION NO. 7, HOLDING THAT THE
"KNOWLEDGE" ELEMENT OF THE PREDICATE CRIME

OF 18 U.S.C. § 2342 IS ONE OF "GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE" AS SET FORTH IN UNITED STATES V.

BAKER, WHICH IS IN CONFLICT WITH THE "SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE" ELEMENT OF THE CRIME MONEY
LAUNDERING AND CONSPIRACY.

i. Standard of Review

Jury instructions are reviewed "as a whole to determine whether they

are misleading or inadequate to guide the jury's deliberation .... We review

de novo whether an instruction misstated an element of the charged offense,

and review for abuse of discretion the district court's formulation of

instructions." United States v. Kaur, 382 F.3d 1155, 1157 (9 th Cir. 2004)

(citations & quotations omitted).

ii. Conflicting Instructions on Knowledge

In United States v. Stein, 37 F.3d 1407, 1409-10 (9th Cir. 1994), the

district court gave two conflicting instructions on "knowledge." The district

court gave one instruction on the money laundering statute, which required
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specific knowledge. Id. at 1410. In an additional general instruction, the

court issued a "general knowledge" instruction. Id. Stein noted that

This general instruction conflicts with the district court's

previous specific instruction on money laundering,
because it purports to apply to all of the defendant's
actions--his predicate acts of fraud as well as his
secondary act of money laundering.

Id. Thus, the Ninth Circuit reversed the defendant's money laundering

convictions based upon this error, stating:

Here, by applying the later general instruction, a jury
could convict [the defendant] without finding that he knew
his predicated acts of fraud were unlawful. Taken as a
whole, the instructions omitted an element of the offense
as surely as if the district court had failed to mention the

element altogether.

Id. °°Where two instructions conflict, a reviewing court cannot presume that

the jury followed the correct one." Id. (citing Francis v. Franklin, 471 U.S.

307, 322 (1985)). See Baker, 63 F.3d at 1492-93 (holding that the CCTA is

a general intent crime).

Here, the district court issued Proposed Instruction No. 7, which

recognizes that the CCTA is a crime of _general knowledge" and that money

laundering and conducting a financial transaction to promote unlawful

_activities are "specific knowledge" crimes. (ER 133). •However, as Stein

recognizes, the problem is that a jury could and probably would confuse the

difference between the two intents--or apply the wrong intent to the wrong
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crime. The district court attempted to remedy this with Proposed Instruction

No. 7; but even if the district court's instruction were clear, it creates a

problem as to what evidence is admissible without confusing the jury. Mr.

Mahoney proffered evidence to the district court that he did not know that he

was violating the CCTA. The district court indicated that such evidence was

deemed inadmissible as to the CCTA charges, and admissible as to the

specific intent crimes, and the district court would likely issue a limiting

instruction. (ER 117-18).

However, a limiting instruction would not have properly remedied the

situation. A jury would have difficulty in keeping the two types of

"knowledge" separate. In fact, the district court was so concerned with the

conflict between the CCTA's general knowledge element and the specific

knowledge element of money laundering that it suggested the go4eernment

drop the money laundering charges. (ER 117). This illustrates the district

court obviously thought the instructions would be complicated. And, such

instructions might lead the jury to wrongfully convict Mr. Mahoney by

applying the wrong definition of "knowledge" to different counts.

The district court's jury instruction should be overruled and stricken

completely as it would be confusing to the jury, and does not take into
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account the recent holding in Smiskin.

trial.

The case sl£ould be remanded for

e. A 33-MONTH SENTENCE IS UNREASONABLE UNDER

18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) WHERE CODEFENDANTS AND
OTHER SIMILARLY SITUATED DEFENDANTS

RECEIVED SENTENCES FOR PROBATION, THE
DISTRICT COURT IMPROPERLY PUNISHED THE
DEFENDANT FOR LEGAL CONDUCT, AND THE
DISTRICT COURT FAILED TO RECOGNIZE
ENTRAPMENT OR IMPERFECT ENTRAPMENT.

i. Standard of Review

The district court's interpretation of the Sentencing Guidelines and its

construction of 18 U.S.C. § 3553 is reviewed de novo. United States v.

Cantrell, 433 F.3d 469, 479 (9th Cir. 2006). Whether the district court erred

in failing to state on the record that it considered the statutory sentencing

factors as required by 18 U.S.C. § 3553(c) is reviewed de novo. See United

States v. Upshaw, 918 F.2d 789, 792 (9 th Cir. 1990). "We review a district

court's sentence for reasonableness in light of the sentencing factors set forth

in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)." United States v. Saeteurn, 504 F.3d 1175, 1178 (9 th

Cir. 2007) (citations omitted). There is a presumption of reasonableness for

those sentences falling within the Guidelines range. Id. (citing Rita v.

United States, U.S. (2007), 06-5754 at 11-12 (U.S. 06/21/07)).
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ii. Sentencing

In United States v. Booker, the Supreme Court held that the

Sentencing Guidelines are advisory. 543 U.S. 220 (2005). Booker held that

sentencing judges are required to consider the sentencing goals set out in 18

U.S.C. § 3553(a). Id. at 259. A court's failure to consider these factors, or

consideration of a factor that is prohibited by statute, renders a sentence

unreasonable. United States v. Miqbel, 444 F.3d 1173, 1182 (9th Cir. 2006).

In determining an appropriate sentence, the district court must

consider the applicable guidelines range, as well as the goals and factors

enumerated in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a). United States v. Cantrell, 433 F.3d

1269, 1279 (9 thCir. 2006). Under 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a), the following factors

are to be considered by the district court:

(1) the nature and circumstances of the offense and the
history and characteristics of the defendant;
(2) the need for the sentence imposed --

(A) to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to
promote respect for the law, and to provide just

punishment for the offense;
(B) to afford adequate deterrence to criminal

conduct;
(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the

defendant; and

(D) to provide the defendant with needed
educational or vocational training, medical care, or other
correctional treatment in the most effective manner;

(3) the kinds of sentences available;
(4) the kinds of sentence and the sentencing range

established [by the Sentencing Guidelines];
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(5) any pertinent policy statement [issued by the
Sentencing

Commission];
(6) the need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities

among defendants with similar records who have been

found guilty of similar conduct; and
(7) the need to provide restitution to any victims of

the offense.

18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).

Where a district court fails to comply with the statute, or where the

record does not demonstrate that the court complied with the statute, remand

for resentencing is required. See, e.g_., United States v. Diaz-Argueta, 447

F.3d 1167 (9th Cir. 2006). An explanation of the sentence is a necessary

predicate to an appellate court's ability to evaluate a district court's sentence

for reasonableness. See United States v. Jimenez-Beltre, 440 F.3d 514, 519

(1st Cir. 2006). Although § 3553(a) does not require articulation as to each

separate factor, the statute does require the district court judge to consider

the person to be sentenced and the crime's characteristics and decide the

sentence by following the statute. Diaz-Argueta, 447 F.3d at 1172.

Recently the Supreme Court held that the crack cocaine and powder

cocaine guidelines were not mandatory, but advisory. K!mbrough v. United

States_, U.S. __, 06-6330 (U.S. 12/10/2007). The Court noted that "a

drug trafficker dealing in crack cocaine is subject to the same sentence as

one dealing in 100 times more powder cocaine." Id. at 1. Therefore, due to
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the sentencing disparity, the Court determined it was not an abuse of

discretion for the district court to producea sentence that is no "greater than

necessary" to follow § 3553(a)'s purposes. Id. at 21. A sentence below the

Guidelines is only reviewed for "reasonableness"; the Supreme Court

rejected the rule that "extraordinary circumstances" were required to justify

a sentence outside of the Guidelines range. Gall v. United States, __ U.S.

__, 06-7949 at 8 (U.S. 12/10/07).

For unlawful conduct relating to contraband cigarettes,

U.S.S.G. § 2E4.1(a)(2) states that the Base Offense Level is either nine (9),

or the offense level from the table at U.S.S.G. § 2T4.1 that corresponds with

the amount of tax evaded, whichever is greater. Here, the district court

based its decision upon the allegation in the Presentence Investigation

Report that the tax loss was approximately $2,156,352.75, creating a Base

Offense Level of 22 under U.S.S.G. § 2T4.1. (FUS at 13-14 of Presentence

Investigation Report; ER 28).

The district court unreasonably punished Mr. Mahoney for conduct

that was not illegal. It is clear that one major factor was part of the district

court's decision to sentence Mr. Mahoney to 33 months: two transactions

where sales of cigarettes to persons who were transporting such cigarettes

into Washington were completed after the search warrant was executed.
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(ER 25-28). The testimony indicated two incidents--one in January 14,

2004 and one on September 28, 2007--where persons purchase.d cigarettes

from Mr. Mahoney's business. The cigarettes were then allegedly taken

from Idaho into Washington, without Mr. Mahoney's assistance. The

district court found this conduct to be punishable, even though Mr. Mahoney

did not transport the cigarettes in violation of the CCTA, nor was he present

during the transactions. Furthermore, Peggy Mahoney testified that one of

the sales was clearly under the carton limit under the CCTA. (ER 20, 21).

Secondly, the tax table in this case under U.S.S.G. § 2T4.1 is

artificial because the tribal retailer is the person that is supposed to collect

the tax on cigarettes sold to non-tribal members--not the wholesaler--and

Mr. Mahoney was charged in the Indictment for being involved as a

wholesaler. See R.C.W. § 82.24.250. The district court did not consider

whether the tax loss in the Presentence Investigation Report was fully

attributable to Mr. Mahoney, or if it was attributable to other co-defendants,

as previously suggested by the government. (ER 90).

The tax table also overstates the seriousness of the offense. Mr.

Mahoney was not engaged in any violent activity, and the district court

indicated in related cases that the promulgation of the CCTA did not concern

itself with untaxed cigarettes being sold by tribes. (ER 83). The district
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court itself recognized that the tax loss is not that significant because

Washington's interest in regulating the Indians' sales of untaxed cigarettes

has to do with creating an "even playing field," and suggested that other,

non-criminal means of creating equalization exist; but the district court did

not consider this factor in Mr. Mahoney's case. (ER 81).

Moreover, there is a wide sentencing disparity that was created by

the district court's imposition of a 33-month sentence upon Mr. Mahoney.

The sentencing court gave probation to several defendants who were

similarly situated, justifying its decision on several grounds relevant to Mr.

Mahoney's situation. (ER 76-87). The court, however, appears to have

failed to take any of those same factors into consideration-when sentencing

Mr. Mahoney.

In fact, the district court almost condones the activity of other

related defendants, stating their actions were a kind of "civil disobedience"

in order to force Washington into a compact with the Puyallup Tribe. (ER

80). The level of seriousness about this does not appear to be any different

than the two post-Indictment transactions where Mr. Mahoney allegedly sold

cigarettes to Indians who then decided to transport those cigarettes into

Washington. If anything, the fact that the court is willing to recognize civil
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disobedience seems to reward other defendants, and just appears to be

inconsistent with its tindings in this case.

The district court also failed to note in Mr. Mahoney's case the

sentencing disparity between prosecuting these crimes as state versus federal

crimes; but the court had previously noted that Washington has a habit of

charging these same crimes as a gross misdemeanor, which is punishable

only up to 365 days. (ER 83). See also R.C.W. § 9.92.020. The sentencing

court also took into consideration treaty language and tribal sovereignty as a

basis for how the defendants behaved, noting that several of the defendants

believed that Washington could not prohibit their conduct due to tribal

sovereignty; yet it failed to address that fact during Mr. Mahoney's

sentencing hearing. (ER 85). It was clear that all of the government's

witnesses were also confused as to what the CCTA entailed and whether Mr.

Mahoney's conduct was actually prohibited.

None of these factors were mentioned during Mr. Mahoney's

sentencing, and he is not any more culpable just because the other

defendants were acting in a manner of "civil disobedience." The large

disparity in sentencing is troubling, since Mr. Mahoney faces 33 months of

prison while other related defendants are only facing probation.
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It is also important to note that the federal agents who were

investigating this case did so for a long period of time with the intent of

gathering evidence to impose a higher sentence upon the defendants. (ER

88-90). This is a kind of entrapment or imperfect entrapment. If the tax loss

on the cigarettes for the State of Washington was so harmful, then it does not

make sense that Mr. Mahoney's conduct was not. stopped sooner.

The district court did not properly take into consideration the factors

under § 3553(a) because the sentencing disparity between Mr. Mahoney's

case and that of related defendants is staggering, especially in light of the

district court's lengthy opinion justifying its imposition of probationary

sentences in those cases. (ER 76-87). Therefore the case should be

remanded for resentencing.

f. THE DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO EQUAL PROTECTION
HAS BEEN VIOLATED WHERE THIS COURT'S
DECISION IN UNITED STATES V. SMISKIN HOLDS
THAT ONLY THE YAKAMA TRIBE IS EXEMPT FROM
CRIMINAL CONDUCT BUT OTHER TRIBES ARE NOT

EXEMPT FROM CRIMINAL CONDUCT UNDER R.C.W. §

82.24.250 AND 18 U.S.C. § 2342, WHICH INVITES
ARBITRARY AND RACIAL DISCRIMINATION.

i. Standard of Review

Equal protection claims are questions of law which are reviewed de

novo. United States v. Harding, 971 F.2d 410, 412 (9 thCir. 1992).
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Constitutional issues raised for the first time on appeal are reviewed

by the Ninth Circuit only under certain narrow circumstances: (1) to prevent

a miscarriage of justice; (2) when a change in law raises a new issue while

an appeal is pending; and (3) when the issue is purely one of law.

MacDonald v. Grace Church Seattle, 457 F.3d 1079, 1086 (9 th Cir. 2006).

Mr. Mahoney raises this Equal Protection argument for the first time

on appeal. Mr. Mahoney pleaded guilty in this case on August 29, 2006,

prior to the decision issued by this Court in United States v. Smiskin, 487

F.3d 1260 (9 th Cir. 2007) (opinion issued May 18, 2007). (ER 110-11).

However, Mr. Mahoney has not waived his fight to raise this issue. First, it

would be a miscarriage of justice to disallow Mr. Mahoney from addressing

the issues brought forth in United States v. Smiskin, 487 F.3d 1260, when

this opinion was issued after he had already plead guilty, and especially

when Mr. Mahoney had previously argued that the district court's decision

applied to his case. See United States v. Smiskin, 2005 WL 1288001 (E.D.

Wash. May 31, 2005). (ER 214-218). Second, the law changed pending his

appeal, since the Ninth Circuit upheld the dismissal in Smiskin, setting new

case precedent. Third, the issue at stake here is purely one of law, not fact,

since the question turns upon the application of the Equal Protection Clause

and the CCTA to members of non-Yakama Indian tribes. Thus, Mr.
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Mahoney has not waived his right to an Equal Protection challenge because

new case law, Smiskin, applies directly to his case.

ii. Yakama Tribe v. Non-Yakama Tribes

The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the

U.S. Constitution states that "No state shall make or enforce any law which

shall.., deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

laws." U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1. Criminal prosecution may not be

based upon "an unjustifiable standard such as race, religion, or other

arbitrary classification." United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 464

(1996) (citing Oyler v. Boles, 368 U.S. 448, 456 (1962)). In Armstrong, the

Court stated:

A defendant may demonstrate that the administration of a
criminal law is "directed so exclusively against a
particular class of persons.., with a mind so unequal and
oppressive" that the system of prosecution amounts to "a
practical denial" of equal protection of the law.

Id. at 464-65 (citing Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 373 (1886)). "To

establish a discriminatory effect.., the claimant must show that similarly

situated individuals.., were not prosecuted." Id. at 465.

When the government "distributes burdens or benefits on the basis of

individual racial classifications, that action is reviewed under strict

scrutiny." Parents Involved Comm. Sch. v. Seattle Sch. Dist., __ U.S. __
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(2007), 05-908 at 11 (U.S. 06/28/07) (citing Johnson v. Califomia, 543 U.S.

499, 505-06 (2005); Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 326 (2003); Adarand

Constructors, Inc. v. Pefia, 515 U.S. 200, 224 (1995)). See also Northeastern

Fla. Chapter, Assoc. Gen. Contractors of America v. Jacksonville, 508 U.S.

656, 666 (1993) (holding that the "injury in fact" was the "denial of equal

treatment resulting from the imposition of the barrier, not the ultimate

inability to obtain the benefit .... the 'injury in fact' is the inabilit7 to

compete on an equal footing in the bidding process, not the loss of contract")

(emphasis added).

Strict scrutiny can only be justified if it is narrowly tailored to achieve

a compelling governmental interest.

Ordinarily, application of the

addressed by the lower courts.

Parents Involved, 05-908 at 11.

strict scrutiny standard should first be

Adarand, 534 U.S. at 109. When applying

strict scrutiny, governmental action will violate the Equal Protection Clause

where, a "compelling governmental interest" is based solely upon the

classification of a person as a "member of a particular racial group." Parents

Involved, 05-908 at 14.

In Parents Involved, the Supreme Court held that a program to balance

and evenly distribute racial minorities throughout the Seattle school district

violated the Equal Protection Clause because it assigned students to different
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schools solel2 on the basis of a student's race. Id. at 40-41. The Court

distinguished Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 322-344 (2003), which

upheld the University of Michigan Law School's use of race in admissions

decisions to further a compelling interest in obtaining the educational

benefits that flow from a diverse student body. Parents Involved, 05-908 at

14-15. The COurt noted that in Grutter, the admissions program focused on

each person as an individual, and that the classification of applicants by race

was "only as part of a 'highly individualized, holistic review.'" Id. at 14

(citing Grutter, 539 U.S. at 337). In Parents Involved, however, the Court

recognized that "under each plan [in this case] when race comes into play, it

is decisive by itself .... It is not simply one factor weighed with others in

reaching a decision, as in Grutter; [here,] it is the factor." Id. at 15.

Recently this Court held that the CCTA did not apply to the Yakama

Nation Indian tribe due to a right to travel provision contained within the

Yakamas' treaty with the United States. Smiskin, 487 F.3d at 1264. The

Smiskin opinion, however, does not touch upon the effect the decision has

upon those Indian tribes that do not have treaties containing specific right to

travel provisions. 487 F.3d 1260. In effect the Smiskin opinion creates a

small class of individuals who are immune from criminal prosecution based

solely upon their membership in a particular treaty tribe--the Yakama
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Nation tribe. The classification is arbitrary, as a non-Yakama tribal member

is subject to criminal prosecution for not being a member of a particular

tribe--a classification system similar to that found in Parents Involved.

Mr. Mahoney is a member of the Coeur d'Alene Tribe, but Smiskin

dealt with the Yakama Indians--two different ethnic and racial

classifications. Unlike the Yakama tribe, Mr. Mahoney's tribe does not have

a ratified treaty with the United States. However, it is a violation of the

Equal Protection Clause to treat the CCTA-exempt Yakama tribe differently

than non-Yakama tribes under the CCTA and R.C.W. § 82.24.250, because

such treatment invites racial discrimination or because the distinction

between such tribes is arbitrary. With the Yakamas' exemption from the

CCTA and the Washington State tax scheme, see Smiskin, Washington State

will now be effectively discriminating in an arbitrary manner against those

of different ethnic groups--or rather, different Indian tribes. Moreover, if

this were a case of civil penalties or forfeitures, the problem would probably

not be so severe. But where criminal prosecution will result because of a

difference in membership between tribal entities, unjust and arbitrary

discrimination certainly is the result. Mr. Mahoney is being treated

differently because he is a member of a non-Yakama tribe, and that ethnic or
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cultural difference is also the difference between being federally prosecuted

for a crime or having immunity from such a crime.

Because of this discrimination, Washington's tax scheme cannot pass

the strict scrutiny test. After Smiskin, the Washington government will now

only be able to prosecute those tribal members who are members of non-

Yakama tribes, or tribes whose treaties do not contain specific travel and

trade provisions. Though this action may be narrowly tailored because it

applies only to non-Yakama tribes and thus requires a degree of specificity,

there is not a compelling governmental interest in enforcing the cigarette tax

against non-Yakama tribes versus exempted tribes. The State would

probably prefer, of course, to enforce its tax scheme against all tribes, but it

cannot now do so by virtue of the Yakamas' treaty and the Smiskin. decision.

Furthermore, the compelling governmental purpose does not exist

because Smiskin holds that the Washington tax scheme is not purely

regulatory in nature--rather, it is purely revenue-generating in nature. The

decision in Smiskin highlights the problem with Washington's tax scheme

because the main purpose of the scheme is not one intended to prevent

I

dangers posed "to public health, public safety, natural resources, or public

infrastructure." Id. at 1271. If the central purpose of the tax scheme were to

prevent dangers posed to public health and safety, then no treaty right would
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be able to overcome Washington State's tax scheme, since the concerns for

public health and safety would override tribal treaty rights. There is no

compelling governmental interest in enforcing a law that is meant solely to

collect revenue when it is only applied to non-Yakama tribes. Because the

governmental interest of collecting taxes was not compelling enough to

overcome treaty rights, it also is not a compelling reason to require the tax

scheme to apply to non-Yakama tribes, either.

Due to the recent holding in Smiskin, any further enforcement of the

Washington State pre-notification scheme against non-Yakama tribes

violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment because

the distinction is based upon racial classification, is arbitrary in its

distinction, and does not satisfy a compelling governmental purpose because

Smiskin held that generating revenue is not a reason to overcome treaty

rights. See Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Cmt¥. V. Yavapai County, 50

F.3d 739 (9th Cir. 1995) (noting that tax is discriminatory if it treats similarly

situated groups differently).

The Indictment against Mr. Mahoney should be dismissed for

Washington State violations or potential violations of the Equal Protection

Clause after the decision in Smiskin.
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VII. CONCLUSION

Since the decision in Smiskin, several factors warrant dismissal of

the Indictment against Mr. Mahoney. First, the Indictment against Mr.

Mahoney should be dismissed because the CCTA's legislative history

indicates that it does not apply to Indians, as recognized in Smiskin.

Second, Mr. Mahoney, as a Coeur d'Alene Indian, has the express or

inherent right to travel and trade freely with other Indians in conformity with

his tribe's sovereignty. Third, this Court's decision in Smiskin creates an

Equal Protection enforcement problem as it relates to arbitrary and racial

distinctions between Yakama and non-Yakama tribes.

Mr. Mahoney also requests that the jury instructions issued by the

district court regarding the general knowledge element of the CCTA should

be overruled and remanded for a trial with the instruction that the district

court include specific intent as an element of the CCTA. Subsequent to

Baker, Smiskin has shattered the reasoning Baker used for determining that

general knowledge was an element of the CCTA, since Smiskin recognizes

that cigarettes are not dangerous items and are only regulated by Washington

for revenue-collection purposes.

Lastly, the sentence imposed by the district court, is disparate in

comparison, with those defendants in the same position as Mr. Mahoney.
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The district court also improperly considered evidence of other transactions

in sentencing the defendant. These errors warrant remand for resentencing.

DATED this _day of February, 2008.

Attorney fir Peter Mahoney
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

To the best of my knowledge, the following cases are related to this

matter as sentencing disparities between this case and the following cases

are presented as an issue in this Opening Brief:

(a) UNITED STATES V. LYLE WAYNE CONWAY, CR 04-2129-

RHW (E.D. of Wash.);

(b) UNITED STATES V. MARK VAN'T HUL, CR 04-02130-RHW

(E.D. of Wash.);

(c) UNITED STATES V. MARGARET R. JOSE, CR 05-2099-RHW-

006 (E.D. of Wash.); and

(d) UNITED STATES V. CHRISTINE MAHONEY-MEYER, CR

05-2099-RHW-003 (E.D. of Wash.).

J

DATED this ,._ day of February, 2008.

for Peter Mahoney
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BRIEF FORMAT CERTIFICATION

Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(7)(C) and Circuit Rule 32-1, I

certify that the Opening Brief is proportionately spaced, has a typeface of 14

points or more and contains 13,565 words.

f

DATED this ___ day of February, 2008.

Attorney for Peter Mahoney
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

V.

HARRY JAMES SMISKIN and KATO

SMISKIN,

Defendants.

NO. CR-04-2107-EFS
NO. CR-04-2108-EFS

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS'

MOTIONS TO DISMISS AND DENYING

ALL OTHER MOTIONS AS MOOT

On Nay 17, 2005, the Court heard oral argument on Defendants'

Motions to Dismiss, (CR-04-2107: Ct. Rec. 21; CR-04-2108: Ct. Rec. _9),

as well as numerous other pre-tria] motions. Mr. £ussell Mazzola

appeared on behalf of Defendant Harry Smiskin and Ms. Rebecca Pennel]

appeared on behalf of Defendant Kate Smiskin. Ms. Jane Kirk represented

the Government at the hearing, After thoroughly review:ng all submitted

material, relevant case law, and applicable statutes, the Court is fully

informed and accordingly grants Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and denles

all other motions as moot.

\\

\\

\\
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CCTA and the Washinghon State Pre-Notification Requirement

Defendants have been indicted on charges of violating the

Contraband Cigarette Trafficking Act ("CCTA"), 18 U.S.C. _ 2342(a), (CR-

04-2107: CL. Rec. I; CR-04-2108: Ct. Rec. I). Defendants' indictment was

issued after ATE agents seized 4,205 cartons of cigarettes from a U-Haul

trailer on Defendant Harry Smiskin's property in wapato, Washington, ICt.

Rec. 20, Ex. E).

Under the CCTA, it is "unlawful for any person knowingly to ship,

transport, receive, possess, sell, distribute, or purchase contraband

cigarettes." 18 U.S.C. _ 23_2(a). The term "contraband cigarettes" is

defined as (i) a quantity of cigarettes in excess of 60,000 (ii) that do

not bear evidence of the payment of applicable State cigarette taxes in

the SLate'where such cigarettes a.re found and (iii} are possessed by a

3arson not authorized to possess such cigarettes. 18 U.S.C. § 2341(2).

An individual is allowed to possess what would otherwise be considered

contraband cigarettes under the CCTA if he is a person "licensed or

otherwise authorized by the State where the clgarettes aze found to

account for and pay cigarette taxes imposed by such State" and "who has

complied with the accounting and payment requirements relating to such

license or authorization with respect to the cigarettes involved[.]" ]8

U.S.C. § 2341(2) (C) [i)-(li). Thus, generally speaking, only individuals

who possess large quantities, (> 60,000), of untaxed cigarettes and who

are not authorized to have such cigarettes may be convicted under the

CCTA.

Under Washington State law, for purposes of enforcing the State's

cigarette excise tax, cigarettes must have a tax stamp affixed to thezr

ORDER - 2
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packaging prio_ to handling and transportation. See RCW 82.24.250.

However, individuals may transport cigarettes not bearing Washington

State tax stamps if they are either a licenced wholesaler or a "pelsop

who has given notice to the [Liquor Control Board ("LCB")] in advance of

the commencement of [the unstamped cigarettes' ] transportation." RCW

82.24.250(i). Thus, aside from wholesalers, Washington State imposes a

pre-notification requirement on all individuals desiring to transport

cigarettes not bearing Washington State cigarette tax stamps.

RCW 82.24-250's pre-notification requirement consequently forms the

basis for determining whehher an individual is authorized to possess and

transport unstamped cigarettes under the CCTA in Washington State. If

person has pre-notified the LCB of his intention to transport unstamped

cigarettes, he is authorized to transport those cigarettes within

Washington State's borders. Because that possesslon is authorized, those

cigarettes do not constitute contraband under the CCTA and may not serve

as the basis of a CCTA criminal prosecution under 18 U.S.C. § 23_2(a),

where the possession of conhraband cigarettes is a necessary element of

the offense.

In order for Defendants to be found guilty of violating the CCTh,

the Government will have to prove the cigarettes seized from Defendant

Harry Smiskin's property (i) were in excess of 60,000, (Ji) did not have

Washington State cigarette tax stamps affixed to thelr packaging, and

(iil) were unauthorized by Washington State because Defendants were not

wholesalers and did not pre-notify the LCB of their _ntentions to

transport the cigarettes as required by RCW 82.24.250.

ORDER - 3
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As enrolled members of th'e Confederated Tribes and Bands of the

Yakama Nation (the "Yakama Tribe")., Defendants move the Court for a

finding that the cigarettes they allegedly possessed were not contraband

as contemplated under the CCTA and that the case should be dismissed.

)efendants assert that Article III of the Yakama Treaty of 1855 secured

the right to trave! to Yakama Tribal members and that that right may not

be impinged upon by a pre-notification requirement. Defendants then

claim that if they were nor required to pre-notify the State before

allegedly transporting the seized unstamped cigarettes, those cigarettes

were not "contraband" and therefore cannot be the basis of a CCTA

prosecution. Defendants' right to travel under the Yakama Treaty of

1855, and its i_terplay with the Washlngton State pre-notification

requirement and the CCTA are the subject of the [ollowing legal analysis

The CCTA is a law of general applicability and is "presumed to apply

with equal force to Indians." United State5 v. Baker, 63 F.3_ 1478, ]484

(Oth Cir. 1995). Howe_er, desplte the CCTA's general presumption of

applicability, iL can not apply to Defendants if its application would

abrogate rights guaranteed to them by the Yakama Treaty of 1855. See

Donovan v. Coeur d'Alene Tribal Farm, 75] F.2d ii13, 1115 (9th Cir.

1985). It is Defendants' posztlon that their prosecution under the CCTA

abrogates thezz Treaty right to "travel and transport goods to market.."

Thus, the Court must examine the Yakama Treaty of 1855 and determine the

validity of that assertion.

\\
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\\
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Yaka/_a Treaty of 1855 and the Right to Travel

Article 3 of the Yakama Treaty of 1855 (the "Treaty") states:

[Ill necessary for the public convenience, roads may be run
through the said reservation; and on the other hand, the right
of way, with free access from the same to the nearest public
highway, is secured to them; as also the right, in common with
citizens of the United States, to trave! upon all public
highways.

Treaty with the Yakamas, 12 SCat. 951 (1855). The Ninth Circuit has held

that this clause secures a right to trave! for Yakama Tribal members. See

Creev. Flores, 157 F.3d 762 (gth Cir. 199B) (affirming the district

court's decision in Yakama Indian Nation v. Flutes, 955 F.Supp. 1229

(E.D. Wash. 1997)).

In Cree, the Ninth Circuit was asked to determine whether Article

III of the Treaty prevented Washington State from imposing regJstrati0n

and licensing tees on overweight trucks used by the Yakama Tribe to

transport lumber fzom reservation lands to off-reservation locations. 157

F.3d at 765. In the course of interpreting the meaning of Artlcle III's

public highways clause, the Ninth Circult concurred with the factual

findings of the district court_ specifically _ecognizing

travel was of great importance to the Yakamas, that they
enjoyed free access to travel routs for trade and other
purposes at Treaty time, and that they understood the Treaty
to grant them valuable rights that would permit them to
continue in their ways.

Id. at 769. Subsequently, based on these and the district court's other

f_ndings, the Ninth Circuit held that the right to travel does exist

under Article Ill of the Treaty and that it "guaranteels] the Yakamas the

r_ght to transport goods to markert over public highways without payment

of fees for that use." Id. This Court is now asked to determine whether

ORDER- S 7t
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the Treaty's right to travel precludes Washington State from imposing a

pre-notification requirement on Yakama Tribal members for the

transportation of unstamped cigarettes.

In considering Defendants' motions, the'Court relies on the factual

findings affirmed by the Ninth Circuit in Cree. Those findings clearly

indicate that traveling and transporting goods for the purposes of trade

were vital to the Yakama Tribe's survival in 1855o Moreover, the Court

recognizes that Article III did not vest the Yakama Tribe wihh a new

right to travel, but merely memorialized the parties mutual understanding

that the yakama Tribe would continue to enjoy the travel rights they

already possessed. The issue in this case zs whether the Yakamas"

customary right to travel recognized by the Ninth Circuit in Cree, as

guaranteed to them by the Treaty of ]855 can be properly extended Lo

include the right to transport goods without prenoLification to

Washington state authorities. Examining the language of Cree and the

District Court's findings of fact approved therein, the Court concludes

the only reasonable deduction therefrom is that the Yakama Tribal

members, prior to the Treaty of 1855, did not need to notify anyone

including the United StaLes or Washington Territorial authorities prior

to transporting goods to market and the Treaty did not change that. To

flnd otherwise, the Court would have Lo conclude that the Ya_ama Tribe

understood the Treaty Lo give government authorzties the right to require

them to report any good, includlng traditional trade items such as salmon

or berries, prior to transporting them to other tribes or newly emerging

markets. On the contrary, the Treaty's language and its history support

conclusions that Yakama Tribal members would be allowed to use public

ORDER - 6
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highways to transport goods to market with as much freedom as they had

prior to the treaty with at lease two restrictions.

Washington State may require Yakama Tribal member to register their

vehicles for identification purposes when driving them off the

reservation. Yakama Indian Nation, 955 F.Supp. at 1260. Additionally,

Yakama Tribal members must conform to SLate regulations enacted to

preserve the public roadways. Id. In general, then, Washington State may

impose restrictions on the Yakamas' right to travel that are for the

safety of those traveling the public roads and highways. _ Thus, the

Court must now address whether Washington State's pre-notificaLion

requirement is a similarly permitted restriction on the Yakama Tribe's

right Lo travel.

The pre-notification requirement at issue in this case is found in

the Revised Code of Washington tax section and no language in RCW

82.24.250 indicates the requirement was .intended for any purpose other

than facilitating cigarette Lax collection. The Ninth Circuit has held

that Washington State's purpose in enacting the pre-notification

requirement was to assist Lhe State zn collecting taxes from the sales

of cigarettes Lo non-Indzans by Indian smoke shops. United StaLes v.

Baker, 63 F.3d 1478, 1486 (gth Czr. 1995).

Because Washington State's requirement does not zmpose a financial

burden on Yakama Tribal members [or the transportaLion of unstamped

' For example, a pre-LransportaLion notJ. flcation requirement might

be required by Lhe StaLe for the transportation of hazardous materials,

a safely issue affecting those travellng the public road and highways.

ORDER _ 7
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cigarettes, it does not automatically fail under the Ninth Circuit's

analysis in Cree. However, because the requirement's purpose is solely

related to Washi'ngton State's tax-collecEing concerns rather than

maintaining the public highways for safe travel, the Court rules that it

may not abrogate Yakama Tribal members' right to travel under the TreaL_ ....

The required connection between a regulation's purpose and the

treaty right it infringes upon is supported by an earlier United States

S_preme Court interpretation of the Yakama Treaty of 1855. See Tulee v.

_ash., 315 U.S. 681 (1942). In Tulee, the Supreme Court discussed

Washington State's authority to restrict Yakama Tribal members' right to

fish, which is a similarly broad Fight secured under the Treaty. Id. The

Supreme Court concluded Washington State could not impose licensing fees

on Yakama Tribal members" right to fish, but that iL could

impose on Indians equally with others such restrictions of a

purely regulatory nature concerning the time and manner of

fishing outside the reservatlon as are necessary for the
conservation of fish ....

Zd. at 684 (emphasis added). The Court linds it important that the State

was not granted boundless freedom to restrict the Lime and manner of

fishing practices- Instead, ft was only given authority to regulate

fishing practices for conservation-related reasons. In Cree u. Flores,

the Supreme Court's limitation is echoed by the Ninth Circuit's

afflrmaLion of Judge McDonald's c'onelusions in Yakama Indian Nation, in

_hich it was declared Washington State may restrict Yakama Tribal

memberg' right to travel for Feasons related Lo the maintenance of the

highways and the safety of the traveling public. AccordJagly, because

RCW 82.24.250's pre-notification requirement relates to Washington

ORDER ~ 8
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State's effort to collect taxes and not an important travel-related State

concern, it is an impermissible impingement upon the Yakamas" right to

travel, including the right to transport goods to market as contained in

the Yakama Treaty of 1855_

Thus, Washington State may not requir.4 Yakama Tri_b_l members to pre-

notify the LCB prior to transporting unstamped cigarettes within

_ashington State's borders. Consequently, since the pre-notification

requirement does not apply' to Yakama tribal iembers, their possesslon of

unstamped cigarettes cannot be characterized as being unauthorized under

18 U.S.C. _ 2341(2) (C). Accordingly, those cigarettes are not_

con:traband, and cannot be the basis of a CCTA criminal prosecutlon

!8 H.S.C. 2342.

The Government points to Washington v. Confederated Tribes of the

Colville Indian Reservation, 447 U.S. 134, 159 (2979), ih suppor5 ol its

belief that Washington State's pre-notifieation requirement may be

imposed on Defendants. In Colville, the Supreme Court held that states

_may impose at least minimal burdens on Indian businesses to aid in

collecting and enforcing [valid taxes]." Id. Although Washington State's

pre-notifieation requirement may indeed only be a minimal burden on the

Yakama Tribe_ the Government's reliance on Colville is misplaced.

Colvjlle considered whether general tribal sovereignty may be abrogated

by stale tax-collectlng regulations, not whether rights under the Yakama

Treaty of 1855 may be abrogated by tax-collecting regulatlons. .nilus,

because Defendants ask the Cou_t to consider thelr Treaty rights, rather

than issues of sovereignty, the Court need not analyze their motions

ORDER - 9
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under Col ville or other sovereignty cases applying the "minimal burden"

test.

The Governm@nt also argues that if the Court finds the State's pre-

notification requirement contrary to the Treaty's terms, Yakama Tribal

members would impliedly be allowed to transpo_--[--i-l-l__ on

Washingtoi_ State's public highways. In drawing this conclusion, £he

Government goes to far. An order by this Court declaring the Treaty

allows Yakama Tribal members to transport legal good to market without

having to notify state authorities does not mean Yakama Tribal members

may transport illegal goods. While the State can not require Yakama

Tribal members to report the transportation of legal goods for tax-

collection reasons, it can restrict the Yakamas' right to travel for

reasons intended to kee.p the roadways safe and open for travel. _

Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY OI_DERED:

I. Defendant Harry James Smiskin's Motion to Dismiss, (NO. CR-

04-2107-EFS, Ct. Rec. 21), is GRATED.

2. Defendant Kato $miskin's Motion to Dismiss, (No. CR-04-2108-

EFS, Ct. Rec. 19), is GI_TED.

3. Defendant Harry James Smiskin's Motion to Suppress, [NO. CR-

04-2107-EFS, Ct. Rec. 23), is DENIED AS MOOT.

q. Defendant Kato Smiskin's Motion to Suppress, (No. CR-04-210B-

EFS, Ct. Rec. 32), is DENIED AS MOOT.

5. Defendant Harry James Smiskin's Motion in Limine, (NO. CR-

04-2107-EFS, Ct. Rec. 17), is DENIED AS MOOT.

" See n. I, p. 7.

ORDER - i0
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6. Defendant Kato Smiskin's Motion inLimine, (No. CR-04-2108-

EFS, Ct. Rec° 29), is DENIED AS MOOT.

7. Defendant Harry James Smiskin's Motion for Bill of

Particulars, (NO. CR-04-2107-EFS, Ct. Rec. 19), is DENIED AS MOOT.

8. Defendant Kato Smiskin's Motion for Bill of Particulars, (No.

CR-04-2108-EFSo Ct. Rec. 34), is DENIED AS MOOT.

9. Defendant Kato Smiskin's Motion for Discovery, (No. CR-04-

2108-EFS, Ct. Rec. 21), is DENIED AS MOOT.

I0. Defendant Kato Smiskin's Motion to Disclose Rule 404/409

Evidence, (No. CR-04-2108-EFS, Ch. Rec. 23), is DENIED AS MOOT.

ii° Defendant Harry James Smiskin's Motion to Compel Grand Jury

TransCripts, (NO. CR-04-2107-EFS, Ct. Rec.. 32), is DENIED AS MOOT.

12. Defendant Kato 5miskin's Motlon to Compel Grand Jury

Transcipts, (No. CR-04-2108-EFS, Ct. Rec. 25), is DENIED AS'MOOT.

13. Defendant Harry James Smiskinrs Motion to Join Motion of Co-

Defendant, (NO. CR-04-2107-EFSr Ct. Ree. 34), iS DENIED AS MOOT.

14. Defendant Hato Smiskin's Motion to Join Motion of Co-Defendant,

(No. CR-04-2108-EES, Ct. Rsc. 27), _s DENIED AS MOOT.

IT IS SO ORDERED. The District Court Executive is directed to enter

this order and ho provide copies to all counsel

Administrator.

DATED this 31 _c day of May, 2005.

and the Jury

S'/ Edward F- 5hea

EDWARD £. SHEA

United States District Judge

O:\Crlra_na]\2004\2107,2108.PTC.wpd

ORDER - ii
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United States Code - 18 U.S.C. § 2341. Definitions Page 1 of 4

United States Code

[_ United States Code
I_1 TITLE t8 -- CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

PART I -- CRIMES
CHAPTER 114- TRAFFICKING IN CONTRABAND CIGARETTES AND SMOKELESS

TOBACCO

18 U.S.C. _ 2341. Definitions

As used in this chapter --

(i) the term "cigarette" means --

(A) any roll of tobacco wrapped in paper or in any substance
not containing tobacco; and

(B) any roll of tobacco wrapped in any substance containing
tobacco which, because of its appearance, the type of tobacco

used in the filler, or its packaging and labeling, is likely to
be offered to, or purchased by, consumers as a cigarette
described in subparagraph (A);

(2) the term "contraband cigarettes" means a quantity in excess
of I0,000 cigarettes, which bear no evidence of the payment of

applicable State or local cigarette taxes in the State or locality
where such cigarettes are found, if the State or local government
requires a stamp, impression, or Other indication to be placed on
packages or other containers of cigarettes to evidence payment of

cigarette taxes, and which are in the possession of any person
other than --

(A) a person holding a permit issued pursuant to chapter 52
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as a manufacturer of

tobacco products or as an export warehouse proprietor, or a
person operating a customs bonded warehouse pursuant to section
311 or 555 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1311 or 1555)

or an agent of such person;

(B) a common or contract carrier transporting the cigarettes
involved under a proper bill of lading or freight bill which

states the quantity, source, and destination of such
cigarettes;

(C) a person --

(i) who is licensed or otherwise authorized by the State

where the cigarettes are found to account for and pay
cigarette taxes imposed by such State; and

(ii) who has complied, with the accounting and payment

requirements relating to such license or authorization with
respect to the cigarettes involved; or

(D) an officer, employee, or other agent of the United States
or a State, or any department, agency, or instrumentality of

the United States or a State (including any political

http://www.loislaw.com/pns/tcdocview.htp?logauto=TCAUTO&dockey=7633487@COL... 2/25/2008 F)
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United States Code - 18 U.S.C. § 2341. Definitions Page 2 of 4

subdivision of a State) having possession of such cigarettes in
connection with the performance of official duties;

(3) the term "common or contract carrier" means a carrier

holding a certificate of convenience and necessity, a permit for

contract carrier by motor vehicle, or other valid operating
authority under subtitle IV of title 49, or under equivalent
operating authority from a regulatory agency of the United States
or of any State;

(4) the term "State" means a State of the United States, the
District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or the

Virgin Islands;

(5) the term "Attorney General" means the Attorney General of
the United States;

(6) the term "smokeless tobacco" means any finely cut, ground,

powdered, or leaf tobacco that is intended to be placed in the
oral or nasal cavity or otherwise consumed without being
combusted;

(7) the term "contraband smokeless tobacco" means a quantity in

excess of 500 single-unit consumer-sized cans or packages of
smokeless tobacco, or their equivalent, that are in the possession

of any person other than --

(A) a person holding.a permit issued pursuant to chapter 52 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 as manufacturer of tobacco

products or as an export warehouse proprietor, a person
operating a customs bonded warehouse pursuant to section 311 or

555 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1311, 155_55),or an

agent of such person;

(B) a common carrier transporting such smokeless tobacco under
a proper bill of lading or freight bill which states the

quantity, source, and designation of such smokeless tobacco;

(C) a person who --

(i) is licensed or otherwise authorized by the State where

such smokeless tobacco is found to engage in the business of
selling or distributing tobacco products; and

(ii) has complied with the accounting, tax, and payment
requirements relating to such license or authorization with
respect to such smokeless tobacco; or

(D) an officer, employee, or agent of the United States or a
State, or any department, agency, or instrumentality of the
United States or a State (including any political subdivision of
a State), having possession of such smokeless tobacco in

connection with the performance of official duties;_

[fnl] So in original. Probably should be a period.

(Added Pub.L. 95-575, Sec. l, Nov. 2, 1978, 92 Stat. 2463; amended
Pub. L. 97-449, Sec. 5(c), Jan. 12, 1983, 96 Stat. 2442; Pub. L.

99-514, See. 2, Oct. 22, 1986, i00 Stat. 2095; Pub.L. IOV-29___66,

http://www.loislaw.com/pns/tcdocview.htp?logauto=TCAUTO&dockey=7633487@COL... 2/25/2008 7_
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United States Code - 18 U.S.C. § 2341. Definitions

title XI, Sec. Ii12(i) (i), Nov. 25, 2002, 116 Stat. 2277; Pub.L.

109-177, title I, Sec. 121(a) (i), (b) (i), (6), Mar. 9, 2006,
120 Stat. 221, 222.)

REFERENCES IN TEXT

Chapter 52 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, referred to in
pars. (2) (A), (7) (A), is classified generally to chapter 52 (Sec.

S701 et seq.) of Title 26, Internal Revenue Code.

AMENDMENTS

2006 -- Par. (2). Pub.L. 109-177, Sec. 121(b) (6), which directed

the substitution of "State or local cigarette taxes _n the State or
locality where such cigarettes are found, if the State or local
government" for "State cigarette taxes in the State where such
cigarettes are found, if the State", was executed as if the phrase
"the State" in the material to be struck out read "such State", as

the probable intent of Congress.

Pub.L. 109-17________7,Sec. 121(a) (I), substituted "i0,000 cigarettes"
for "60,000 cigarettes".

Par. (5). Pub.L. 109-1777, Sec. 121(b) (1)(B), which directed the
substitution of a semicolon for "the period at the end", was

executed by adding a semicolon at the end, as the probable intent of
Congress.

Pars. (6), (7). Pub.L. 109-17_______77,Sec. 121(b) (i) (A), (C), added

pars. (6) and (7).

2002 -- Par. (5]. Pub.L. 107-296 added par. (5) and struck out

former par. (5) which read as follows: "the term "Secretary' means
the Secretary of the Treasury."

1986 -- Par. (2) (A). Pub.L. 99-514 substituted "Internal Revenue
Code of 1986" for "Internal Revenue Code of 1954".

1983 -- Par. (3). Pub.L. 97-449 substituted "subtitle IV of
title 49" for "the Interstate Commerce Act".

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 2002 AMENDMENT

Amendment by Pub.L. 107-296 effective 60 days after Nov. 25,
2002, see section 4 of Pub.L. 107-29_______66,set out as an Effective

Date note under section 101 of Title 6, Domestic Security.

EFFECTIVE DATE

Section 4 of Pub. L. 95-575 provided:

"(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this Act [enacting

this chapter, amending section 1961 of this title and sections 781
and 787 of former Title 49, Transportation, and enacting provisions
set out as a note under this section] shall take effect on the date

of its enactment [Nov. 2, 1978].

"(b) Sections 2342(b) and 2343 of title 18, United States Code
as enacted by the first section of this Act, shall take effect on

Page 3 of 4
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United States Code - 18 U.S.C. § 234i. Definitions Page 4 of 4

the first day of the first month beginning more than 120 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act [Nov. 2, 1978]."

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

Section 5 of Pub.L. 95-575 provided that: "There are hereby

authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of chapter 114 of title 18,

United States Code, added by the first section of this Act."

Copyright © 2008 Loislaw.com, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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United States Code

I_ United States Code
TITLE 18 -- CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
PART I -- CRIMES
CHAPTER 114 -- TRAFFICKING IN CONTRABAND CIGARETTES AND SMOKELESS

TOBACCO

18 U.S.C. _ 2342. Unlawful acts

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to ship,

transport, receive, possess_ sell, distribute, or purchase
contraband cigarettes or contraband smokeless tobacco.

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to make any
false statement or representation with respect to the information
required by this chapter to be kept in the records of any person
who ships, sells, or distributes any quantity of cigarettes in

excess of i0,000 in a single transaction.

(Added Pub.L. 95-575, Sec. i, Nov. 2, 1978, 92 Stat. 2464; amended

Pub.L. 109-17______Z,title I, sec. 121(a) (2), (b) (2), Mar. 9, 2006,
120 Stat. 221, 222.)

AMENDMENTS

2006- Subsec. (a). Pub.L. I09-17_______Z,Sec. 121(_)(2), inserted "or

contraband smokeless tobacco" after "contraband cigarettes".

Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 109-17Z, Sec. 121(a)(2), substituted "I0,000"
for "60,000".

EFFECTIVE DATE

Subsec. (a) of this section effective Nov. 2, 1978, and subsec.
(b) of this section effective onfirst day of first month beginning

more than 120 days after Nov. 2, 1978, see section 4 of Pub. L.

95-575, set out as a note under section 2341 of this title.

SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS

This s_ction is referred to in sections 196__!I,2344 of this title.

Copyright © 2008 Lolslaw.com, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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United States Code

United States Code
TITLE 18 -- CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
PART II -- CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
CHAPTER 227 _ SENTENCES
SUBCHAPTER A -- GENERAL PROVISIONS

18 U.S.C. _ 3553. Imposition of a sentence

(a) Factors To Be Considered in Imposing a Sentence. -- The court

shall impose a sentence sufficient, but not greater than necessary,
to comply with the purposes set forth in paragraph (2) of this
subsection. The court, in determining the particular sentence to
be imposed, shall consider -

(i) the nature and circumstances of the.offense and the history
and characteristics of the defendant;

(2) the need for the sentence imposed --

(A) to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote

respect for the law, and to provide just punishment for the
offense;

(B) to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct;

(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the
defendant; and

(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or
vocational training, medical care, or other correctional
treatment in the most effective manner;

(3) the kinds of sentences available;

(4) the kinds of sentence and the sentencing range established
for -

(A) the applicable category of offense committed by the
applicable category of defendant as set forth in the
guidelines --

(i) issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to section

994(a) (i) of title 28, United States Code, subject to any
amendments made to such guidelines by act of Congress
(regardless of whether such amendments have yet to be
incorporated by the Sentencing Commission into amendments

issued under section 994(p) of title 28); and

(ii) that, except as provided in section 3742(g), are in
effect on the date the defendant is sentenced; or

(B) in the case of a violation of probation or supervised
release, the applicable guidelines or policy statements issued

by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to section 994(a) (3) of

title 28, United States Code, taking into account any

http://www.1oislaw.com/pns/tcdocview.htp?1ogauto=TCAUTO&doekey=7633792@COL... 2/25/2008 _3
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United States Code - 18 U.S.C. § 3553. Imposition of a sentence Page 2 of 10

amendments made to such guidelines or policy statements by act
of Congress (regardless of whether such amendments have yet to

be incorporated by the Sentencing Commission into amendments
issued under section 994(p) of title 28);

(5) any pertinent policy statement -

(A) issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to

section 994(a) (2) of title 28, United States Code, subject to
any amendments made to such policy statement by act of Congress
(regardless of whether such amendments have yet to be

incorporated by the Sentencing Commission into amendments

issued under section 994(p) of title 28); a_d

(B) that, except as provided in section 3742(g), is in

effect on the date the defendant is sentenced, f-[[nl!

(6) the need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities among
defendants with similar records who have been found guilty of
similar conduct; and

(7) the need to provide restitution to any victims of the
offense.

(b) Application of Guidelines in Imposing a Sentence. --

(1) In general. -- Except as provided in paragraph (2), the court

shall impose a sentence of the kind, and within the range,
referred to in subsection (a) (4) unless the court finds that there

exists an aggravating or mitigating circumstance of a kind, or to
a degree, not adequately taken into consideration by the
Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines that should
result in a sentence different from that described. In

determining whether a circumstance was adequately taken into
consideration, the court shall consider only the sentencing

guidelines, policy statements, and official commentary of the
Sentencing Commission. In the absence of an applicable sentencing
guideline, the court shall impose an appropriate sentence, having
due regard for the purposes set forth in subsection (a) (2). In the
absence of an applicable sentencing guideline in the case of an
offense other than a petty offense, the court shall also have due

regard for the relationship of the sentence imposed to sentences
prescribed by guidelines applicable to similar offenses and
offenders, and to the applicable policy statements of the

Sentencing Commission.

(2) Child crimes and sexual offenses. --

(A)fn_ Sentencing. -- In sentencing a defendant convicted of an

offense under section 1201 involving a minor victim, an offense

under section 1591, or an offense under chapter 71, 109A, ii0,
or 117, the court shall impose a sentence of the kind, and

within the range, referred to in subsection (a) (4) unless --

(i) the court finds that there exists an aggravating
circumstance of a kind, or to a degree, not adequately taken

into consideration by the Sentencing Commission in formulating
the guidelines that should result in a sentence greater than
that described;

http://www.1oislaw.com/pns/tcdocview.htp?1ogauto=TCAUTO&dockey=7633792@COL... 2/25/2008
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(ii) the court finds that there exists a mitigating
circumstance of a kind or to a degree, that --

(I) has been affirmatively and specifically identified as

a permissible ground of downward departure in the sentencing
guidelines or policy statements issued under section 994(a)
of title 28, taking account of any amendments to such

sentencing guidelines or policy statements by Congress;

(II) has not been taken into consideration by the
Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines; and

(III) should result in a sentence different from that
described; or

(iii) the court finds, on motion of the Government, that the

defendant has provided substantial assistance in the
investigation or prosecution of another person who has
committed an offense and that this assistance established a

mitigating circumstance of a kind, or to a degree, not
adequately taken into consideration by the Sentencing
Commission in formulating the guidelines that should result in
a sentence lower than that described.

In determining whether a circumstance was adequately taken
into consideration, the court shall consider only the sentencing
guidelines, policy statements, and official commentary of the
Sentencing Commission, together with any amendments thereto by
act of Congress. In the absence of an applicable sentencing

guideline, the court shall impose an appropriate sentence,
having due regard for the purposes set forth in subsection
(a) (2). In the absence of an applicable sentencing guideline in

the case of an offense other than a petty offense, the court
shall also have due regard for the relationship of the sentence
imposed to sentences prescribed by guidelines applicable to
similar offenses and offenders, and to the applicable policy

statements of the Sentencing Commission, together with any
amendments to such guidelines or policy statements by act of
Congress.

(c) Statement of Reasons for Imposing a Sentence. -- The court, at

the time of sentencing, shall state in open court the reasons for
its imposition of the particular sentence, and, if the sentence --

(i) is of the kind, and within the range, described in
subsection (a) (4), and that range exceeds 24 months, the reason
for imposing a sentence at a particular point within the range;
or

(2) is not of the kind, or is outside the range, described in
subsection (a) (4), the specific reason for the imposition of a
sentence different from that described, which reasons must also be

stated with specificity in the written order of judgment and
commitment, except to the extent that the court relies upon
statements received in camera in accordance with Federal Rule of

Criminal Procedure 322. In the event that the court relies upon
statements received in camera in accordance with Federal Rule of

Criminal Procedure 322 the court shall state that such statements

were so received and that it relied upon the content of such

http://www.loislaw.com/pns/tcdocview.htp?logauto=TCAUTO&dockey=7633792@COL... 2/25/2008 %
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e

statements.

If the court does not order restitution, or orders only partial
restitution, the court shall include in the statement the reason

therefor. The court shall provide a transcription or other
appropriate public record of the court's statement of reasons,
together with the order of judgment and commitment, to the Probation

System and to the Sentencing Commission,, fn_n3!and, if the sentence
includes a term of imprisonment, to the Bureau of Prisons.

(d) Presentence Procedure for an Order of Notice. -- Prior to

imposing an order of notice pursuant to section 3555, the court
shall give notice to the defendant and the Government that it is

considering imposing such an order. Upon motion of the defendant
or the Government, or on its own motion, the court shall --

(I) permit the defendant and the Government to submit

affidavits and written memoranda addressing matters relevant to
the imposition of such an order;

(2) afford counsel an opportunity in open court to address
orally the appropriateness of the imposition of such an order;
and

(3) include in its statement of reasons pursuant to subsection
(c) specific reasons underlying its determinations regarding the
nature of such an order.

Upon motion of the defendant or the Government, or on its own
motion, the court may in its discretion employ any additional

procedures that it concludes will not unduly complicate or prolong
the sentencing process.

(e) Limited Authority To Impose a Sentence Below a Statutory
Minimum. --Upon motion of the Government, the court shall have the
authority to impose a sentence below a level established by statute
as a minimum sentence so as to reflect a defendant's substantial

assistance in the investigation or prosecution of another person

who has committed an offense. Such sentence shall be imposed in
accordance with the guidelines and policy statements issued by the
Sentencing Commission pursuant to section 994 of title 28, United
States Code.

(f) Limitation on Applicability of Statutory Minimums in Certain
Cases. --Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in the case of
an offense under section 401, 404, or 406 of the Controlled

Substances Act (21U.S.C. 84___11,844, 846) or section i010 or 1013 of

the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act (21U.S.C. 96____O0,

96__33),the court shall impose a sentencepursuant to guidelines

promulgated by the United States Sentencing Commission under

section 99___4of title 28 without regard to any statutory minimum
sentence, if the court finds at sentencing, after the Government
has been afforded the opportunity to make a recommendation, that --

(I) the defendant does not have more than 1 criminal history

point, as determined under the sentencing guidelines;

(2) the defendant did not use violence or credible threats of

violence or possess a firearm or other dangerous weapon (or
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[fnl]

induce another participant to do so) in connection with the
offense;

(3) the offense did not result in death or serious bodily
injury to any person;

(4) the defendant was not an organizer, leader, manager, or
supervisor of others in the offense, as determined under the

sentencing guidelines and was not engaged in a continuing
criminal enterprise, as defined in section 408 of the Controlled
Substances Act; and

(5) not later than the time of the sentencing hearing, the
defendant has truthfully provided to the Government all
information a_d evidence the defendant has concerning the offense
or offenses that were part of the same course of conduct or of a
common scheme or plan, but the fact that the defendant has no

relevant or useful other information to provide or that the
Government is already aware of the information shall not preclude

a determination by the court that the defendant has complied with
this requirement.

So in original. The period probably should be a semicolon.

[fn2] So in original. No subpar. (B) has been enacted.

[fn3] So in original.

(Added Pub. L. 98-473, title II, Sec. 212(a) (2), Oct. 12, 1984,
98 Stat. 1989; amended Pub.L. 99-570, title I, Sec. 1007(a), Oct. 27,
1986, i00 Stat. 3207-7; Pub. L. 99-646, Sec. 8(a), 9(a), 80(a),
81(a), Nov. i0, 1986, 100 Stat. 3593, 3619; Pub.L. 100-182, See.

3, 16(a), 17, Dec. 7, 1987, 101 Stat. 1266, 1269, 1270; Pub.L.
100-690, title VII, Sec. 7102, Nov. 18, 1988, 102 Stat. 4416;
Pub.L. 103-322, title VIII, Sec. 80001(a), title XXVIII, Sec. 280001,

Sept. 13, 1994, 108 Stat. 1985, 2095; Pub.L. 104-294, title VI,
Sec. 601(b) (5), (6), (h), Oct. ii, 1996, Ii0 Stat. 3499, 3500;
Pub.L 107-273 div. B, title IV, Sec. 4002(a) (8), Nov. 2, 2002,

116 Stat. 1807; Pub. L. 108-21, title IV, Sec. 401(a), (c), (j) (5),
Apr. 30, 2003, 117 Stat. 667, 669, 673.)

REFERENCES IN TEXT

Section 408 of the Controlled Substances Act, referred to in

subsec. (f) (4), is classified to section 848 of Title 21, Food and

Drugs.

AMENDMENTS

2003 -- Subsec. (a) (4) (A). Pub.L. 108-21, Sec. 401(j) (5) (A),

amended subpar. (A) generally. Prior to amendment, subpar. (A) read
as follows: "the applicable category of offense committed by the
applicable category of defendant as set forth in the guidelines

issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to section 99__44(a)(i) of
title 28, United States Code, and that are in effect on the date the
defendant is sentenced; or".
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United, States _ode

'United' States Cede
F_ TITLE.25--.INDIANS.

CHAPTER 44 -- NATIVE AMERICAN BUSINESS.DEVELOPMENT, TRADE
PROMOTION_:AND TOURISM

25 ,U.S.C. _'_301.,Find_ngs_ purpo_s

(a) Findings

Congxess finds -t_at"'-.....

(l_).clause 3 of section. 8 of article _ of th@ United ,States
.Consti.tuti_nretognize_, the,.sp_clal _re.lationshlpbetween the
'Unite_ States and,_ndian hri_es.;'.

_2).beginning i_ _9_0> wizh the _na,ugur_tlon by the Nixon
Administration of the indi_ self-determ,inat_o_ era, each
President has reaff_/med the special goverri_ent-to-government
relationship between. Indian tribes an_ the United. States_

(3) _,n19'94,President Cllnton issued an Executive memorandum
_o the he_4s of d_p_r.t.me_s_an_ agencies tha_ _bligated all
Fe4eral dep_rtme_bs a,_d&gencies,,.p_rticuLazly those that have an

impa_t on economic develop_nt_ _Q,e_a.luate t_e _-o_en£1al fmpacts,
.of their aet£ons,,Qn _ndian tr_b_es_

(_) _QnsiStent _t_h the.p_i_e,_plesof inherent tr_ba_
sovereignty a_d 'the s,peci$1,relationshlp, between Indian tTibes
and theUnited States, Indian t'ri_besre_tain the.right to entsr
into cCntra'c_s and agreements to _rade fre_ly_ and seek
enf,orcement of treaty and trade,rights;

.(5)'._ohgDes3has .carrie_,o_t the._e'sponSibility of the

U_ited States _o_ t_e_pro_e_ion a_d',pre_ezVa_ion of lhdian'tribes
the res'O_ces_of 'I_i_ tribes t_rOugh-t_e endQrsem_nt of'
t.rea_ies_,and t'See_aotment _f otb'e__&w3., i'nclud!nq laws that
provide for t£e.eze$c_s@ o_ adminis_.rat±ve .authorities_

(6),the.Ufl&fiedStates ha_ an obliga_.0n to.gU&rd an_ preserve
the sove'_elgnty _f _ndlan tribes in ordex to foBter strong tribal
goverDmen£@_, India_. s_f-de_erm_na_&on_ and economic
s@[f-su,fficiency among ind_an tnibes:_

(_'),the .capaCity o_ _d_a_ t_be_ %o.bu_id strong trlba_
governments _nd Vi_pus economies is hindered by _he in'_b_liky
Qf Indian t_be_ _o engage _o_n_i_les ,_ha_ su_ound Yndi_n l_nds
and out_ide _nv@stors in'economic e'ctivi_3 on. Indian landB;

(8),de_p_£e _Ae av_i_ab_l_y ,o_ abundan_ natural resources on
Ind,.an Isnds,an_ a ri_ c_%_u_al legacy _h_t _ccords great value
to se_f-determinakion, s_if-_eliance, and independence_ Native
AMer_tans s_ff_r r_es• _ .Sigher . of Dne_ployment, poverty, poor
hea_t_, s_bstan4a_d:_e_s±ng_ and ass0cia_ed so_ia,l ills thaD
those'of any .¢_her group-in _he 'United.S_a_es;
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_9) the 'Unit,ed,_tates has an obligation te assist Indian tribes
wl h the creat_o_ ,ofapprqpr_ate economlc and politica!
conditions wi-th respeck to,Tndlan lands to

'(_,) encourage invgst_ent from outside s'eurees that do ,not
origi,nate with t_e tribe_; and:

'_B)facilitate, eGenomi¢ ventures wi-th outs_d_ entities thah
a're_ot t_ib_i ' ' ,en_it_.es,

(iO) the e_QnoMie sue_es_, and m_te_ial w_ll-being Of Native
American co_uDities depends Q_ 'the,tombihed, efforts of the
Eede_al Govex,nme_ t_bal gQve_nmen_s_ _he private sector, and
1_ivldua[sq

(ii) the, lack of employment a_d entrepreneurial opportunities
±n the 6ommunit_es re_r're_ to in ,p_agraph _7_ ha_,resulted in a
mult_genera_i_nal dependence .on E@dera! a_sls_ance thag is'--

(_),insufficient _o ,addzess the ,magnitu_e.,efneeds,; a_d

(,B)Dn_eliabl_ &_vail,ab!lity; ,and.

(12) hhe t_in g_als,,ofeconom_g self-sufficiency and po_i'tical
self-determ_natio_ for Native _nu_±cans, oan best be served 'by
ma'king a_ai'lable,to,address the challenges faced by those
g_oups -

(_) the n_sou_D_s oZ the p21vate _a_et;

(_'):"ad_qua_ capital;,an_

,(O)techn'ica:l,e_per_,ise.

(b) Purposes

The purposes of this _thap_er a_@ .is foIlowsJ

(iI To revitalize eeonomic_ll'y and phygicall'y distress'ed Native
America_ eoonomies,,by

(_)',en,eou_agin_the formation of new bu'sin_sses by el±gible
entities, ah_ the e_pans,iQnof exigt_ng businesses4 and

(B) f_cilitat'ing_the,movement of 'goods to and from Indian
lands,an_ th@ provls£on of services 'by Indians.

(2), To _romote 'p_va_e laves_men_ in the eeonomles, of Indian
ZrlbeS and $o eheou,_ag_ the smsta'inable deve'lo_m_n_ _f te_our_es
o_f_ndian _be$ and'_hdia_'_oWa_d,busdnegses,,

"(,3_)_ promote _he £ong-range,s_sha_,Ded,_rowth of the'eoono_ies
of Indian %_ib_s-.

-(4_ To'raise,income,_ of I_dlanB _n o_dez'_o,reduce khe numbeZ
of Indlans at ,@o_ert_ _e_e_s and _p_ovide the _eans for achieving

higher staniard of living on Ind±'an,reser_atiohs,

(5) To encourage inter,tribal, re_Dnal, a_, international trade
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and buslness deveiopmeht in Order to &ssist in Increasing
productivity and the eta_dar_,of living 0f members of Indian
t_Ibe_ _nd:improving _'heeconemic self_sufficiency of the
gove_n±ng bodies of Tzdian _ribes.

(6) To promote e¢onomlc se_fls_fficie_cy and _olitical
seif-determina_ion ton I_dian,tribes add membez_ o_ Indian
tr_bes_

(Pub.L. _06-4_______4,Sec. 2_ ,NQv,,7, _000, i_4 Star, 2052_)

SHORT_TITLE

Pub,L. _0_-4_4_ See.: Y, _ov,77 200:07q_ _z-_tn.-20_2,provide_
that: "Thi's,Act :_e_acting this chapter] may be cited as the .
_,Na,tiveA_erican B_siness D.ewelopment, T'rade_roMot!oD, and Tour_'sm
Aet o_ 2000'.'_

• _ENEILAD _CCOUNTI,NG OFF_C_ STUDY

Pub.,L,.l:O@_S_8,t_t_e' I_, Se_,. 421_ Dec. 27, 2000,
11,4'Stato.2b06_ ,4_e_ted,,the Comp_roil'er Ghne_a_ £o condaet _ s't_dya
flnding,s ,and, regommenda_oAs, with fespec¢ to 'Federal programs,
',d_sign@d_o as,s,i_t_ndi@n tribes and _ibal members with _conomic
dev_lopmen£, j,obcze_i_D, entrepreneursh_p, add'busine,ss
deve_opmenti a'ndto,report to Cbngress ,nQt la_er than 1 year a_ter
Oec. 2_, 200'0.

_NDI_N?TR_BAL,,REGH_TD_Y REF_R_ _ND BUSI,NESS'DEVeLOPMEnT

"S_CTION!I. SHORT 'T_TL_

"ThSs,_ct ma_'be ,eited as the <Indiam Tribal Regulatory Reform
a_d Busl.n_s,s°'beve-le_mentAct of _00'0_"_

"(i_ ,4espi£e the _eaila_ili_y ,og abun_an£ natur@_ resource_ On
_ndian lands and a zid_ eu_tur_l [e_gacFth_,taceord$ great _alue
to,ge_f_et&r_inakfon i _e_fLTe_ia_ce, _nd'inde_ehd&nce, Native
Ame2$cans _uff_ rat@s O£ ,unemp_oyme_%,,,_o_e,rty, poor health,
_ubst&0dard hQas.ing, a_' assQc_ted,,social i!i_ which are _meater
than ,the ratea £0r any e_he_ gr4up i_ the _nited Statez;

'"[_)_he _apaoi_y 0f Znd_afi,_r_,bes_o b_ild_strong, _nd_an
tgi_l gover_en_, and vigo'ro_ ,ed_om_es _s_ndered, by _he
.imah_y of _an: trlbes,_o:eng_g_ .co_un!_i,e_,thO_ surround'
_nd_,aa"tand s ....... ;_ ,. _ ,_n_ ,ou_s_de _n_es_o_s an,eco_oma_ actt%vm£zes
eonducte-d'On I_ian, l_nds,7

_'(3,__eginni,n@ _n 19¢,0,,w_h the _-suan_e By the Nixon
AdmSnistratiQ_ of _ sp@¢ia! _elsa_9 £o Congress on Indian
Aff_irs_ ,eaCh P_eside_t ha-sreaffirmed the_peci_
governmen,_+tQ-geVetnment rgl&tigpshSp between _d_an trib_ and
the unite4 sta%'es; an_
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"(4,)'the On,ted S_a_es has an 6bllga_ion to assist Indian
tribe_' w£th t,he creak-ionof _pp_opr_ate economi_ and p,olitical
condit'ion,sw£th respB_t t'oInd_a,n,i'andsto -

'_,(_)'encou'rage inves%ment fnem,eutside seurce_ tha_t de not
originate _i_,h the Indian _ribeS,; and

,,(B, ,),facii'itat,e economic deveiQpment on Indian iands.

"(b_ Purposes_, --_e p_po_e's of t_is Act a_e as follows:,

'"(llTo ,provide for a,comprehensive review ef the laws
---(ihc1_d±ng ragu_i6_s, 1 tha_-_f_vest-ment and-business

decis,ions_d_nce'rnin@'act_vities cpnducted on:Indian l,ands,,

'"_2_To ,det_rmi'n__he extent 'to ,which_hose !a_s _nnecessarily
or ±n&pp_op_iate_y impair

*"_) investment and'business development on Indian lands; or

"(B:) the f_nancial 's_abili£y andmanag@me_£ .effioien_y of
Ind±an,'£_i_ba__overnmenks.

"_3,)To_es,t_b_ish an ,_uthori_y to conduct the reqiew under
pama_raph ,([)_an_ m#pert' f_nd'_ngs'_n_ _e¢oramendations that mesult
f_om the _e_iew to Congress and'_h_ _es_d_t.

"In thi_ Ac_

"-([},Author$%y, _ The _6rm 'ADt_ority _ means the 'Regulatory
,Re£orm and B_sines_ Development _n,Indian Lands Authority.

"(2) Fedoras egen_y, -- T_e tez_ "'E_de,rala_enqy" m_ans'an
a_ency,, as t_at te_um,ls _d'eTined_n sect_on''SSa(1) Qf title 5,
United _ta_es,Code.

'"(3) _nd_an,_ --'_he,he,_m"/pdian' he,sthe,m_anin@ given,that
term _ section 4_(d_o_ _he_IDdl,aD 'Self-De_ermi_at_n and,
Education ,_ssi_t_noe'Act (25'U.S'.O.4SD_d_).

"(•4,)Indian lands.

"",(,R;,)_In g,ene_al'. --Th@:t,e'rm_nd,ia.n,land_' inclu,des ,_aDds
under tl%edef,m,l_,mt,lop,of--

"(15')t,heterm "reS_r_tien' uoger -

"-,(;I,)_s,ec%ion_ 3,(d)'o$ _h_ _ndSan Fin,ancin% Act of'l'9q4,'(.25_.S.C.
,14S_(d)');, or

"(II) section 4,_%0),el t'he IfidiaDchild Nelfare, A_t of 197,8 (Z5

u.,s.¢. 190_(_)). ,'

2/23/2008 10:45 PM
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"(B) Pormex indian reservations &,q o_lahoma, - For purposes
of applying section 3(_) of the Ihdia!_Financing Act of 1974
425 U._.C. _4_2(d)_ _n4er _bpara_raph (_)(li_, the term
'fo_mer In'dianreserva_ioA_ i_ Qklahoma _ _hall be construed to
inoLude la_ds,that a,_e

"('i)-within the _,Ugisdlctio_al areas of an Oklahoma Indian
t_fbe _as determined by the Secretary of the Interior_; and

"_i_ recognized _y the Secretary o:fthe Interioz as
ei±g±ble _or trust land S_atus under p_rt 151 Qf title 25,
Code Q_ F_ederal Regulations (as in effect on the d_te of
enactmen_ of this _ct _ov, _ 2000]).

'r(5)IndiaD tribe.- _e temm "I_a_ %ri_e' has the meaning
given that te_min _ction_ &(e).of the IDd&an Sel_-D,e_ermina_ion

"(6) Secretar$. --The term "Secrelary" means the Secretary of
Commerce.

"£7),_ribal _r_anlzation,, --The term "tribal organization' has
the meaning given that ter_ in section 4(i_ of the Indian
_Sel_Determination and .EdUcation A_s!st.ance Act (25 _.s,c°

4,SO_bb,(1),),,

"'SEC. 4,..ESTABLISHMENT OF _H_HSR_.

"(i_ I_ general. --Not l@t%r _h_n 60 days a-f.t&rthe date of
enactment Of thi_ _et [No_. '6, _00], the Secretary, Ln'
consult@tion wi£_ _he Se_neta_ of the Inte'r_or and other
offic&al,s whom the S_cre%e_' de,ermines t_ be appropriate, shall
establisba_ @uhhori_y _o be known as th_ Reg.ulahory Reform and
Business Developm@pt on Indlah Lands Au_hori-tff.

"(21 PBxpose. -- T_e _ec_etar_ shdll establ_.sh the authority
,andezth±s subs_Q_io_ .inord_'r_e f_eilitate the identification
and snbseq_ent removal of 9bstacles to investment,, business
development, an_ the crea$ion of wea!th w±th respect to the
_economies of Natty@ 'American.Qommunit±e_,

'"(i.i,[A _ene_al..- The Authpri_y estsbl_shed under t_isl
sectiOA_.shall be composed Qf 21 _embets._

A_tho_±ty sha_l 'be rep#es@nta_ive_ ef the _ndian tribes. _rQm _he
_re@s of the BUtea_ _f Ind&aa A_fairs. EaCh suc_ area shall be
rep_eae_tedby s,ut_a re_reseq_a_ive_

"(3_ Representatives o_ tee private seCt'or_- No fewer _han 4

nongovernmental econQ_ic _e%iv_ie_ carried Out by private
enterprises in the @rlvate se_tor.

"(.c)__nitial _eet_ng. - NOt _ater _han 90 days after _he date of

2/2'3/2008 10:45 PM
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enactment of this Act [Nov. 6, '2000_, _he Authority shal_ hold its
init'ial _e_t_ng_,

"(d) 'Reviews.- Bcglnning on the date Of the i,nitialmeeting
under s_bsec_o_ (_), _he.AuZ_or£ty Shall conduct a review,of laws
,(in_Udi_g regulatlons), re_a_n'g_ to i_vestment, business, and
economic development that affect investment and business decisions
concerning activi'tie_ Qonducted, on Ind£an lands.

"(e) Meetings, -- The AuthOr±ty _hall meet at the call of the
chairperson.

_"(f.)'QuOrum. - A ma,j,o_ityog the members of the AuZho_ity shall
constitute a'quorhmT,-]5,_h-_es_b--h0SmJs_-_f_e_e_s may ho_l-d.........
hearln'g,s.

"(g,)Chairperson, --T_e Au'thori_y shal_ seleot a chairperson
from among,its ,meribers.

"SEC',5. REPORT.

"Not later than I year _fter the d_te of enaGtment _£ _his Act
[Nov'.6, 2000]'1the _uth¢,riZ_ shall p_epjare and submit to the
0orm_±tt'e@on I0d%a_'Af£_s of the Se_&ter the Corami_tee _n
aesource_ o_ %h,e'_o_$e ef _eprgsentatZv@s,_ an_ _o _he governing
bod_ of each 'Indian tribe a _epo_ tha_ _nql_des

'_,(i')h_e _nding:s,'of _he AuthQ_ity concerning, the re_iew
conducted _nder section 4_d); land,

',(2)_h recQmme_datio_s con_ernlng the proposed revisions to
hhe laws'that were s_bj_et to r_view a_ the Augho_ity determines
to be.appropriate,

',"SEC.,_. BOWE_$ OB Z_E _UTHORITY.

"(a) Hearing@. _ _Te &,uth_2_tymay hold such hear$_gs, sit and
0ct at s_ch _imes' an_ places,, t_e such hestimony, &,nd_eceive such
ev;idenceas _'he_u_,hor_hy considers &dyisable to c&rry out the
dut&es of the A_thorlt_,.'

_t'(b)Zn,fo_unationF,rQm Federal Agencies. --'The _uthority may
secure direeZl_ f_Qm'_n_ Fed'oraldepa'r_ment or agency such
!D'format&ofias,the _u_bo_t_ eenslders_necessary _o _cazry out the
dutie,sof the:Au%hori_'.

'_(G,)Po_tal s_r_-$ces. - _he Au%'5ozit,EMay,use khe :UniZe_ Shahes
mails _n the, same ma_g@r a-_dun_@r t_e,'s@mecondiklo_s a,s,other
departments an'__gencies of _he F@der&l $ove_nment,

",(.d),G_s_ --_he Authoxity m_y aeceptt use, _nd dispose of
g_f,tsof,donatl.ohs of ,serv±_es cr property.

"SEC. 7'., AOTHORITY'_ER$ONNE_ MATiE_S.

'"(a) Cempensa,tion el-Me_bers,

"('i_Non_E_deral-_#_0bers. --M@_be_¢ qf _he Authori£y who age
,notoTf%eer_ or ernp'loye_sof the Federal Governmen_ shall serve

2/2312008 10:45 PM
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_ithout cempen,sati,on,,-exGeptfor %ravel,expenses as provided
under subsectlon <_).

"(2) officers and,empl6yees of the Eederal government. --

Member_ ,o_ the Autho'rlty who are ,oflleer,sor ,employees of the
United States shai_ s@fve wi_ho,ut ¢ompens,atien_in addition to
that received for their services as officers or employees of the
United States,..

'_{,b)Tra_,l Zxpe_s_s .... The members oZ the Authority _hall be
a,llpwed,travel expenses_ including _er dZem,in lie_ of s,ubslstence,
at rates aathorized for employees of agenci'es,under sub_hapter _ of
chapte_ 57 Df-_ti_l-e-_"-Un_te_States Cod_-_wh_e-_way from their
homes or r,e,c0Jlarp_ac_'s,Qf bus_nesS in _be performance of services
for %he Authorft_.

"(c) Htaf'f.--

"(i) I,ngeneral, --'Thechair.person o_ the Authority m_y,
'wSthout regard _'o the civil servi_e laws: appoint and term'Snare
,such,personne_ as may be necessar_ to enable the A_thorlt Z to
p_rform i%'sduties.

_"_2]PreGurement Of _mpoxary and'iBtermi£t,ent s,ezviees. - She
chairperson, of the A_%hog_hy may p_ocu_fe temporary and,
intermit%ent segviees ,ulndersection _OS:(_ 1 ,of title 3,
United S±at[es Code_ ah ra%es for i-ndSviduals that 40 not exceed'the
dail_ equlv&lent of the annu_l rate of _asic pay prescribed under
GS-13 of the,General S&hedu,le es%ablis'h_d_nder section, SB_____:of
title 5, _ited St_t,e$_Qde,.

"_EC. 8. _ERMiNA_I'QN-OF T.HE.AU_HORITY.

"The Authorit_ shS_l _etminate 90 d_s after the date on which

the A_t'hority _as submitted a .egp_ of the report pzepared under
section '5 te _he committees of 'CQn_2esa specifie@ #n section 5 and
to the governing bed/ of each Indian tg_be.

"SEe, 9',EXEMPTI_' FROM FEDERAL ADKISORM _OMMITTEE AC_.

_'Theact%vi£i,es o_ the A_thQr_t_,cgDducted under this Act shall
De exempt f_o_ the :Ee_era-1A_v&aOry',Comm_tee A_t ,('5_,S.C. App.).

"The_e &'re_utberize4 to h_ appropriated:_u_h sims _s a,_e
neqessar_ ,_o ¢_rrY ou_ ,thisAc_ to,_emaia a_va,ilab_e,until
expende_,,_'

Gop,yrigl_t © 2008; I:o]slaw.c_,orn',Ihc,. All'il_ights Rese_ed

2/23/12008 19:45 PM
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RGW.82.2€.0i_i Hze_ fSj_,tl _nd _de_dted t'82,'24 R0._",; in subsection.
,Sev_rabililry -- 1992. ex_s. e 15q:_See-note fo]lew_ _(q)(a)',.dble_ad.;%r retailer"J%llowing"wholasaler_ and

Lug ]_ 82.24"020. ad._&ed'subsection (8).

Effee_ of Ainen dments;
2003 c t14 §' 8,effee_iv_ _uly 27, 2003, fl_r_ughout

,JUDICI_L DECISIONS

A_rem Ttiba_ sales.
_nder this .provision a_d vader RCW 82 24.260,

P.reemp_iea wld_-h l_ermRs amy cousu.mer Le have_ up to 400
Tribal eal_e unF_a nped ,cigare_te_ in Iris possession,au ,Indian

.re,all operation located pn a__eservat_n and .consti-
Pree_pfion.. ....... _u_ing_a'tribal eh_erprise may nwke anise of up to 400

Trim cour_ dimmer,err when aec_'ding tlmt 49'u:8.0 - .,, ' . - • - • , • - -
- . . . _ _ - " clgara_es"tO,_noaJiltlians w'tthp_Jt recurring llabLlify

82.24.130 and _his _ection of aFpel]aat 'interstate o_._._"_'_Y,_Y_-_-'_-_'_._'_'
L_,.c,_," .,€_...,€__._^_ _,z._-:,..,_-,_;,._.a_-_,_ c_._ - - o,rwrq_ _v_, ,_,., _.,_,,_.v_._,..,._,'_, _-P.v_ _e,_

reties, inLa Washington, l_bber_son _ ,_ta_e L_quor _ _"_" _÷ ....... _................ * "_" "
Control Bd,, I02 Wfi. App, 8_8, io P,__d ]_0791(2000)_ , . • ,

_I_ uns_amprd oi_ unticermed cigarettes or ether tqbacc_
V_Ii_, ¢snstruet_on:afld,appllca_ioR-o'f'a_a_ea_a_- predue_.4_A]flR3d_3_12.

U_es_for_ddihg Kossessib_, transpartatior4, or s_]eqf

,B2.24.260. S_lling or disposal of uns%arnpe_ elgaret.t_s -- Person to_ paF and,

,remit tax or "at_, _stamps -_ L'lability.

(1) Ofl_er'tkan: .
,(a) A who;les_ler reqalr_& to be licensed _auder tl_'s chap_er_
_b)A federalmstrumentahtyw_th _,esgec_%o.se]es _oau_hoI_ze,dmilitary,personnel,, or
(_).An I_ndiant_bal,'•o.r_amzatwrrw,i_-h_espeot_o_s_es'toenrolledlmem,bersofthe,tribe,
aperson,_¢hoislr_,lawfulpossessiopdfuns_amp_dcigaret_es',and_whoin_e.adsi_.sellor

otherw_se-dlspose,of the clg_e_±_,shalt pay,-or sa_;isfyI_ precol[e¢_ien,obhgatmn tha_ m

imposed, by, this chapter, 'flm'ta_ required: by fl_is"dhapter by re_i_ing, the tax or causing
s_amps/_o ,be .affiXed in _he manner' p_ovided ir_.r_es_ adopted by H_edeparhnent

(2), When stamps are req.ulred to be affixed, the person ,may dednc'_ from the tax

collected the compeasat'iof_ a_*owable under g_is cI_apter. The remittance or _he affixing
• of stamps shall, in fl_e qase of cigazef_es obtained 'in, _he manner set forth in RCW
,.'82.24:.250(,7Xc);°',be made at the" S_ I _i_e: aU_" marmel" he required" i_ RCW.

82:24,250(7)(c). . , . - " " _ . ., , ' .. .,
• (3-)_TNis section shall nQt t_]ieve the buy._r:or p,o_ess_)r 0_-unstampea_ czgare_ves _3"Qm

personal liability_ _or _he "_ax _nposea]by, t_'is .Chapt_n
,(4')'NoHnng ir_thiss eqL4on,,shall:z_{_ve,,a_hb_es_r Tr6m the requ_emenLs of affixing

s_amPs pt_rs_.ant,_d ROW 82;2.¢.040-and,82.24_0SO_. [20.03 _c,:tJ:4 §, 941995 c278 § 11; !98,7
_80 § 3; '.19_6 c B_j 13: Pri6_: _'983,c 1289 §, 3; 1983 .c'3 §, 21_; 319,7_, _st ex s. c'22, § I_1972

,ek.s.c,15,7'§, _,]

,Effective.dagd,,--199_.c278._.S.ee no_efollowkig eums_aa'ree,'ts_et affe_tdd?'[ig83,_,IB9 §,I0.1'
R_W 89:24:010. Severabilfty _ X972; ex.s. c iSq:'See no_e follow-

Se_verabillty--- lee_ _-3; See RGW _0.'_4B:900'. _ng _W',B2_4.62D
,Effective da_es -- 1986 e 3; Sea note,fdllewjag,

EOW 82,24.027, , Effect ofL,k_:endmimf.s:

th_ adt .o_, i_s ap3:]icahgn_,_d,_nyborsch,_ir.circum, (_)(a), subs_d_'u%ed!'wlmIes_er 'for 'person _ and in
s_h.nce is hdlii h_valld, the,remai_ider of fl)'a',art or the, su]_s#c_it)_{'4_ dele_e&"6r a_retailer"folfo_vlng"9/hole-
,appliq_on of the prqvisier_ b_ aLhev 'persons 6t c_r- "saler.'_ "

%
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CIGARETTES--RACKETEERING
P.L. 95-575

Casual cigarette emu_(_lin_ is en(_aaed in by those who live, work
or vacation m or near a low-tax State where they buy sm ll q tit1 s
of cigarettes for themselves or their friends, and then transport these
cigarettes into a higher-tax State. As long as the individual who
transports the cigarettes across State lines does nd't make a .profit
on thc transaction, he is considered to be a casual .srnuggler.

7"7_eorganized crime problem
.Although (here is no exact figure for the relative _mportance of each

of the four types of cigarette bootlegging, b_th the E'estimony of wit-
nesses and the results of various research studies are unanimous in
their conclusion that organized 'crime _ontrols a mater share of the
smuff_ling and reaps a major share of the profits. :It is also clear that

si_:nific_°nt: amoun_ of revenue is realized from the smuggling ef-
fbr.ts. It was pointed out in Subcommitie_ hearings that an esti-
mated $150-200 million of the $400 million tax loss to the States was
the result of organized crime2 In a recent article on organized crime:
the author estimated that cigarette bootleg_ng was the sixth mater
revenue, source, for organized_'crime, with agress of $1.5 billion and a
net of $800 million3 Not included in this figure, however, was the
amount of revenue derived from hiiackings which grossed $1.5 billion
and netted $1.2 billion for organized crime. There -has been a sig-
nificant increase in hiiackings involving bootlegged cigarettes• During
the Subcommittee hearingsqt was stated that such hijacking had in-
creased in New York from 25 in 19_1 to 40 in 1976. _°

Cigarette bootlegging has often been viewed as a victimless crime,
but. boih research and testimony of witnesses forcefully refuted this
notion by pointing out (.be violent sctivity associated with organized
crime infiltration and take-over operations. Armed nobberies, inurders_
seri_l_s assaults and truck hi]ackings as well a._ corruption of public
officials arc standard tactics used to gain control of this highly lucra-
tive and virtually uncontrolled market. James H. Tully. Jr.: Commis-
sioner, New York State Department of Taxation and Finance, gave
examp]es of the types of activities which organized crime employs to

(TO" I1ensure its control" of smuggling corridors and its operations:

l_Ir. "C" was reported missing on February 2, 1974. lie
was found dead in the trunk of an auto parked on a resi-
dential street in (:_ueens. "C" was originally financed in (.he
cigarette business by a member o_ the Genovese organized

aHearin_s, p. 8.
i Time. May 16, 1977, I). 36.
10 n'earlngu, p. 144.

u Hearings, pp. 141-1't2.

[page 71

crime f,_mily. It is believed that he had lost several cigarette
shipments to hijackers and to law enforcement. It is further
believed that he was so deeply in debt to ]oansharks that, in

order to regain solid financial ground, he and his partnertLu_d to the hi.iacking of both ]egiti,nate and illegitimate
cigarette shipmen[s, lie was probably killed for a combina-
tion of these circumstances.

Mr. "C's': partner was also reported to be missing on Feb-
ruarv 2; 1974: and is believed to be dead. He was probably
kille_l because of his involvement with Mr. "C".
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
P.L. 95-575

The conference substitute adopts the House provision with modi-
fieati01_.

(3 _ UNL,_XV_r, ACTS

Section 1286 of the Senate bill ma]_es it uulawfu] for any person
knowingly to possess, sell, distribute, car_-, transport, purchase, or
receive contraband cigarettes. Section 1988 (b) h16.hkded an offense for
knowingly makinz a "false statement or representnt!on with respect to
information requi_ed by the Se,_reta_ to be kept in the records of a
person.

The HousB amendment declares: (a) It shall be unlawful to know-
ingly ship: transport receive, possess, sell, distrib_ffe, or purchas.e

Some concern w_s expressed _n the course of thP conference tbnf the de_IdHon of "con-
traband cigarettes" inadvertently cxtil_nlshe_ ri_ht.¢ of c_rtaIn ]Indlan_ _J_d Indl_n frlbes
under _tlrrer_tlaw fo e_'age |n the comrnerclal ._._leof c|_arett_.s w[thLn Indian potl_atry free
o_ Ste_€ ta_etlo_. The phrase "applicable State cigarettefnxe._"mahes it clear that thl_
leglslationisnot Intemled to affec_traDs_or_atiou or sale by _nd_ans or :[ud_autribes_ct-
in_ in accordance with legallyestabllshe_rights.

The e_;_ferees do net _nt_n_ that this bl]! a_]flress thp eszrrent exernDtlnrA from sta_ taxe-
tleil of cigarette _ales on ]In,fall reservatlo:ss ana rloihlr_ in thl.q bill _s Lntendefl _o affect
fhls or a_y other Irnmuni_:y from _ate tax held hy nnv Indi,'In or ][ndlan trlh_.._ml]arly.

of]_r commercial _rpffe ._}eq _x_rnpte_ bY Inw from ._tnte tn.votlo_ (for e.x_nIi,le,n1|l|t_ry
post e_ehnngcs} are not affectedby thislegislation.

[page 10]

contraband cigarettes. (b) I_ shall be unlawful to knowingly make
any false statement or representation with .respect to the information
required to be kept in the records of a dealer.

The conference substitute adopts the House provision w{th modifi-
cations adding the _hrase "whoever" to both subsections (a) and (b).

B. Definitions o]"_ea_.er" a_d "person"
The Senate bill does not use or define the tern{ "dealer". Coverage

of the bill is directed a_ any "person", defined to include _any individ-
ual, corporation, company_ association, firm, partnership, society, or
joint stock company."

The House bill defines the term "dealer" ,to mean "any person who
sells or distributes in any manner any quantity of cigarettes in excess
of 30,000 in a single transaction". "Person" is not defined.

The conference substitute deletes the definition of "person" because
"person" is defined in 1 U.S.C. 1 for all Act of Congress. The term
"dealer" is also not included in _he conference substitute.

The term "dealer" was primarily used in the House bill to designate
and limit those persons subject to the recordkeeping provisions. This
can be effectively accomplished by selective use of the operative lan-
guage in the definition of the prohibit.ed conduct.

_.Defi_zi_io_ of %ormno_ or eon_rac_ carrier"
The House bill provides a more detailed definition of %ommon or

contract carrier" than the Senate version by explicitly including
carrier holding "a permit for contract carrier by motor vehicle, or
other valid operating authority under the Interstate Commerce Act".

The conference substitute adopts the House provision.

D. De]_zit_o_ of '_Sta_e"
The Senate bill defines "State" to include "Puerto Rico, or a terri-

tory or possessmn of the United States".
• " _ eaThe IIouseprovisionsubstitutesthe Commonw ]th of Puerto

:Rico,ortheVirginIslands"forthislanguage.
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2006 Federal Sentencing Guidelines

CHAPTER 2 -'PART E - OFFENSES 'iNtO,LYING CRIMINAL
ENTERPRISES' AND :R_GKETEERING

4, T,RAIFFICKINGIN CON,'I'RABAND',CIGJkRE,'_T,ES,

,§2E_,',t_UnlaWfUl ¢onduct,Rel_itiia,q toCOntraband C ,qarettes

_ ,(a),_BaseOffe_nse,Le'-Lel,(Appy the greater): ............

(1) 9; or

(2)_the offense levelerfro rethe-table-ih,§2T4:l (Ta_ _able) eod'esp'ortdin.g'to 1the
.amour_t of the,t_x.eyaded_, .

G,omthen'tarF

"S_a'tutoW,P.rovision_: 18-'U.S.O. §§.234_(a), '23"44(e).

A pp'lication,Note:

t. 'q'aX evade&' refet_'tO state e×cfae,tax

_:,,,The cblTduct,co_,ered 'bYtb 'fs,,Sectiohget_eratly 1nvolve_-evasion" of state excise
ta_'e_. At,!,eas[ _0;OeOcfga_ttes .m_t_tbe it_volved,,B_eause,, th'is.offet_e,is basicaily a tax
,ma_er_,ifJs graded/By, ,useof the tax.table, it_'_2T4;ff., ' ,

Hlstor'cd'lNotm:Elf_ct]ye',Novemb_.t'l.198.i;'

2/6/20089:11 PM



e2006 Fe,deral,Senteneing Guidelihes Manual - Chapter 7

2006 :Federal Sentencing Guidelines

CHAPTER 2 - PART T- OFFENSES INVOLVING TAXATION

4. "FAXTABLE

§2T4;t. T_axT'abl_

Tax,Loss,_Applythe.Greatbs_),

_ _(.A)'_.... $_2;009or_less,
(B) Mbre-than $2_000'

(C) More_',th_l)'$5,000

(D,_, Mor_,th'an,$12;5D0.

(E) More,than:S30,000 •

(F) More than $_0,000,

(G),. More than,$200_O0O

(H) More.th_n $.400,000

,(I) More than,$t,,000;0O0,

,(d) 'More 'than.$2,,5QO',.DOg

:(K), "Mor.e'than,$?_Ot_O_,OdO

• '(L), ,Mo=re.'than'$#0;,000_0.o0'

.. (Mi' 'More,tban,$SQ_000;._00_

(N).. Mo're:tban $,'IQQ,O_O_O00_

"(,(3), . More,than :$20Q;000;000

(P) :Morethan $400,000,OQ0

http://www.ussc.gov/2OO6guid/2t4_I .html

Offense Level

6

8

10'

12

t4

,16

18

2O

22

24

26

28

3O

32

34

36.

FiistoriCal Note:-EffectiVe, Noven_ber _1,,19B7',Amend,_d effective'Nqvember t,, t989,'(_e Append{x'C, amendment

• _e_ !, 1993(.see_p_ndi_C,,ani_ndifie6t_91)I'N0vethbg_'t,,2001_(_eg:Appendix,(3,a'rnbndment,61,7);
d0nuary25_20"03,_Al_pendiXC,amenklmant64"7_)';Novi_Cdber1,2003(seeApcehdik'_,653}.

2/6/2008 9:12 PM
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458-20'-190. << 458-2_G-!92 >.> 458-20-193

WAC 458-20-t_2

Indians, _ 'Indian ,country.

_l),10troductio.n,

http:/lapps.]eg.wa.gov/WA C/defsult.aspx?eite=4 58-20.192

No WasHington:State Reg ster filings since 2003

(a),Under federal 'law--the:state may net,tax Indians or-Indian tribesin Indian,country. In some
'instarmes the _tate's,authodty ,to,impose, tax on a ngT_member doing _iusiness,in Indian ,cOuntry with.
an ;ndian or an,Indicia_tribe is also preemllted,,b,y4ederal law. This rule,only, addresses those taxes
administered bythe.,depadment of revenu,e (c_epartment).

_ .(b)-T.he_rues of_coqstrqcton;usecL n ana yzirtg-,theapp icat on of-ta)¢laWs.to, Indians-and,
nonmembers'dOing_'t)us ness,wlth,:nd ans,are ,

(i) "Freetiesare,to, be,con_trued in-the=:sense,inwhi_ti,they,W0Lild' naturally,have been qnderstood
by'the Indians; and - • ,

(_i)Statute.s,are to,be, construed'liberally in faVe_0f'the In_ltarls, ,with,ambiguous provisions
interpreted to:their benefit.

(c_This rule_reflecte.,'the'harmqriizlng o_federal,law,,Wa.shmgton state ta×(aw, and the policies
and,objec'_i,v,es of the, (_entenn al Acc93"dand the Millennium:Agreement. It is,consistent with the
,mis_o_nqf'the departmen_ of revende,,wb .ch"is:to at'Sieve, eqUityand' f..arness= ,rlthe application of
the law.

('d),lt !is the ,dePartment-'s,lpOlicy'addp radtiC'etb'work_WJth',individt_al,tribes on,a,
government-to.goVernment-has s,t'e,discUss-a_ reso ve,_!_'eas,efmutua ,Concern

(2),D_fini_Jo_s, The=following de'in tlorts _3pl_y threughout,,this,ru e:

,(a) "Indian;' meads a._pers.on9n,tbff'tribaJ,.rol s of an',tndian_'tllbe. A person-on the tribal rolls,is also
kno_,h as an enrolled member' or a ,member _ or an; enroll_d person or an, _enrollee' or a tribal,
member:" . ' • '

(b) "Indian country" has' the Same.meaning as _ivefi, in,1'8 U:-$.C. 1t51, _nd; mea,r_s:

All land,within the limits.'of,an_/'ln.d!an,reser,ya.tior_ul_der,the ju-risdi_tion.df;theUnited State&O)
goVeroment, notwith_tandjng,ihe issuance of:anypateo_,and_including,rights of way rufining
throughthe _egervatioo;

(ii_,AII,depen_d_ntIndian co_mun)ties witl_inthe, borders,,of'the,United States.whether withinthe.
originalo!"s_Jbseq.uently,acqulred territory thereof';andwheth_erwithinOr without,the limitsof a state;
,and

,(iii),AU:lndiah,aljotdlehts, the Indiar_,tii es-to,which,have,oot_'been,'ext ng,uished, 'nclud ng,dg'hts of
way,rut_r_i0g thr,ougb the'saree,

(e),' Ind_a_:tribe"-f.le.ans, ar_)jtldiah hd_ihn,"tribe,_harid__:0r_munjty,,:or,o'jbe_'ent[ty recognized,as ari
"lhdian t_be" ,by,,t!}e,'i3ni_.e¢",S_t.es',Dei_artme._tof,_heId.terior,,The _hTase.';!'ted;erafiy're_:b_niz.ed
India_:trj_e, 'ar_d',the',ter_'tr_l_'_tlavethe'sar_e_me'ariingas Ir_dian,,tdbe,"

(_ _-'lndiai!,rese[va,_ion_'"meahs,a'JHahds_no_twi_hstanding,theissuance-of, any, patent, within the
ext_r orboun'dafies,of.areas,set 'aside'by,t'_e Uhited,Stat'e_'fo_the-use and occLt_bans_of,Indian
tdbesiby treaty,,jaW, or,-execUtJVe'order'arid,that._ire_are'a_ currently re_g_ized-_e "Indian
_'eservations' by the United,,States;,Depadment-of_& Interior. Th_ f_.rm'irtcliJ,d'es,la_ld.s Within-the
exterior, boundaries of'the:reservation,_wned"by,n_h'Jndiatfs as_,welias.h_ndo,wned,by,indians and
nd ah,tribe.sand'it' nb udes _r_y]_nd-th'a't has.bee_desig_ated '!reserVat on" by'fede(al a_,

1' ofg.
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